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Frontispiece: the calligraphy in Sino-Vietnamese

characters (Nom) by Ven Thich Huyen-Vi reads:

"There is no suffering and no cause

[of suffering]; no cessation [of suffering}

and no path [to the cessation of suffering].

There is no realization and no attainment,

because there is nothing to be attained."

The seals engraved by Ven. Bhikkhu Dhamma-
vlro, Thailand, convey the same meaning as the

calligraphy.
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THE EARLIEST CHINESE TRANSLATIONS

OF MAHAYANA BUDDHIST SUTRAS:

SOME NOTES ON THE WORKS OF LOKAKSEMA1

Paul Harrison

INTRODUCTION

One of the most striking examples of intercultural influence in

history is furnished by Buddhism, which, having originally sprung

up in India, was transplanted to China, where it took root and

flourished with remarkable vitality. More than anything else it was

Buddhism which bridged the gap between these two great centres

of Asian civilisation, and among the means by which it achieved

this an important place must be assigned to the propagation in

China of the religion's sacred writings. By the time it reached

i Tt« folk***w «• "*m<** » »^^ ta^srsm
Res^

CenJ*M NaUonal University, CUnberm. in October 1979, and was .mUaUy

^£ZL~ . major re*arcn proje*« early Mahayln. suh,

"J—^J
special reference to 0* works of Lokak|em*. In the yean smce (hen the paper has

article, related ,o it has been published, it is clear that theMb of d.i»£ as. whole

wM not see the light of day for some time. In view of this I have accepted fte suggest

£«,Le I believe that, while it U very much a preliminary survey, b«£» mud.

S* of merest to ftose currently working in theML Although some of ft.
matenal

E™3^my «** 'Who Gets to Ride in the Great Vehicle? Self-tmage and

fL^ll^PoUowen, of fte Early Mahayina' (JM */** '»<"—
^12 of BuMki* *<«*« 10.1 (1987), pp. 67-89), the amount of overUp

o^na, w^lg revised account of recent publications in fte area and changes

in my own thinking on various matters.
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China Buddhism had already produced an immense corpus of texts,

and was to produce a great deal more. The task of translating all

this material into Chinese was carried on century after century, with

steadily increasing sophistication. The product of this long labour

of scholarship and religious zeal, in the form of the various printed

editions of the so-called Chinese Buddhist 'Canon' (Ta-tsang-ching

JzM^k) is truly massive in its extent, and, given the poor survival

rate of Buddhist literature in its country of origin, is also of great

value, in that it preserves much that would otherwise have been lost

for ever.

My concern in this paper is with the very beginnings of this

process. We do not know exactly when and how Buddhism first

arrived in China, although it is generally assumed that it did so

around the first century of our era. For this early period of Chinese

Buddhism the amount of historical evidence at our disposal is rather

sparse,
2
but we do have some material relating to the latter half of

the second century C.E., when the religion, which must initially

have been confined to merchants, envoys and other foreigners resident

in China, had acquired native converts in sufficient numbers to

make the translation of its sacred texts into Chinese a worthwhile

proposition. We know of about a dozen translators—a mixed group

of Parthians, Sogdians, Indians and Indo-Seythians—who were

working during the turbulent and bloody years preceding the final

collapse of the Later Han dynasty in 220 C.E.; and, to our good

fortune, some of their translations have survived. Although the

leading figure among these early missionaries was undoubtedly the

Parthian An Shih-kao 2c1£rii, who arrived in Lo-yang in 148 and

2 Por an evaluation of this evidence and a discussion of (he early period see E.

ZUrcher, The Buddhist Conquest of China (Leiden 1959), pp, 18-43.
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spent the next twenty or so years translating Mainstream Buddhist

sOtras the object ofmy attention in this paper will be the Indo-Scythian

translator Chih Lou-chia-ch'an $***< whose name is usually

Sanskritised as Lokaksema (other reconstructions have been

advanced, but there is insufficient space to go into the problem

here) We know virtually nothing of this man's life. Originally a

subject, we may assume, of the Kusana Empire, Lokaksema arrived

in Lo-yang at the end of the reign of Emperor Huan g (146- 1 68),

and is said to have produced his translations under Emperor Ling

U (168-189). The names of some of his collaborators have been

reserved along with a few details about the manner in which he

went abou't his work; it is thus revealed that right from the beginning

the translation of Buddhist texts into Chinese was a group effort.

The number of translations attributed to Lokaksema has swollen

with the passage of time, but the oldest surviving and most rehabte

catalogue of sacred texts, the Ch'u san tsang chi chi ffi^^lim

<T 2145; hereafter CSTCQ completed ca. 515 by Seng-yu ft *fi),

puts the total at fourteen. At least eight, perhaps nine, of them have

come down to us; but of these only two have extant Sanskrit versions.

Whereas An Shih-kao worked solely on Mainstream Buddhist

material, the sulras which Lokaksema translated all appear to have

belonged to the Mahayana, and thus he is generally credited with

the introduction of that strain of the religion into China. To be sure

several other Mahayana sutras translated at the end of the Han have

survived, but our inability to date them any more accurately than

this means that we must continue to regard Lokaksema's extant

translations as the earliest dateable literary evidence of the Mahayana.

In modem times there has been relatively little scholarly notice
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taken of these literary relics of Later Han Buddhism, which were

seen—not without some justice—as obscure and clumsy pioneer

efforts, insufficiently faithful to their Indian originals, and easily

passed over in favour of later and better translations of the same

texts. It was Dr E. Ziircher who first drew attention to their full

significance, in a paper entitled 'A New Look at the Earliest Chinese

Buddhist Texts* which he delivered at the Leiden Symposium on

State, Ideology and Justice in Early Imperial China, Sept. 1-5, 1975.

In outlining the important results which could be expected from a

close study of the translations of An Shih-kao, Lokaksema and

other foreign missionaries, Ziircher pointed out that it would be

risky to attempt to draw conclusions concerning the characteristics

of Han Buddhism on the basis of the doctrinal content of the texts,

and concentrated instead on their linguistic aspects, which, in his

view, are far from insignificant. For these translations were made

by and for a semi-literate public, and were in most cases intended to

be comprehensible when recited; the language in which they are

composed is relatively free of wen-yen jtlf (Classical Literary

Chinese) elements, and very close to the vernacular idiom of the

time. On the basis of the linguistic and terminological peculiarities

of surviving Han dynasty Buddhist texts Ziircher was able not only

to confirm and expand upon findings in the field of Chinese historical

linguistics, but also to advance certain hypotheses concerning the

nature of Han Buddhism and the social milieu in which it

functioned.
3

3 The purely linguistic section of ZUrcher's paper was published as 'Late Han

Vernacular Elements in the Earliest Buddhist Translations, " Journal of the Chinese

Language Teachers Association 12, 3 (Honolulu Oct. 1977), pp. 177-203. Most of

the remainder has only recently appeared as 'A New Look at tire Earliest Chinese Buddhist

Texts' in PC. Shinohara and G. Schopen, eds., From Benares to Beijing: Essays on
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Zuichefs study was an invaluable contribution to the history

rn ^hist literature, and I wish here to make full acknowledgement

Cever is somewhat different in scope and intenUon, being^ST^ LoK-ksema-8 translations of Mahayana

docfrin^ and otherwise, not so much for what that may tell us

"preoccupations of nascent Chinese Buddhism-although

asXhefhas poLed out, there are indeed lessons to be learned in

L^eg^uTrather for what it may tell us about the mtheu in

which the sutras were composed in the first place.

Now, insofar as the origin and early development of Mahayana

Buddhism have been matters of considerable speculation and _d*fe

these archaic translations may, as that movement's oldest surv vmg

documents, be expected to provide us with new matenal ^r

discussion, and perhaps even with a few answers One particulariy

bedevilled aspect of the whole problem is that<**«£*£
have no clear idea of when the Mahayana arose, and the only ta»

we have for dating any given item from Us enormous corpus^

sutra-hterature is the date of its first translation mto Chinese- Smce

we cannot assume a set lapse of time between the^*»" °f »

sotxa in Greater India and its appearance in China, when it co^esto

assigning a date to these texts and the developments <^«**
we are groping in the dark. For the same reason it canno be

supposed that because Lokaksema's sutras were the fir to be

translated into Chinese, they were also the first to be wn ten. *

fact their level of development, both in form and in content, shows

BuMs* an, Chinese Reii^n Honour of Prof. Jan» (Oakville «*>

pp. 277-304.
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that such is not the case—that the Mahayana reached China in full

bloom, with perhaps several centuries of growth behind it, while

the texts with which it made its initial impact there, far from being

the first outpourings of the movement, represent a fairly advanced

stage in a long literary tradition. * What then, one may well ask, is

the point of subjecting this material to close examination? In short,

it is this: given the paucity of our resources for attempting a

periodisation of this literature, these translations by Lokaksema,

despite all their inadequacies as translations, will at the very least

give us some idea of what stage of development the Mahayana had

reached by the middle of the second century C.E., what practices it

had incorporated and what doctrines it was enunciating by that

time. Further, the discovery of resemblances in form and content in

other sutras translated by the contemporaries and successors of

Lokaksema may enable us to determine certain internal relationships

in this large and unwieldy body of materials, and to pinpoint doctrinal

developments and shifts of emphasis. For such an investigation

Lokaksema's works constitute a convenient point of departure, and

are thus well worth our consideration.
3

4 For this reason I prefer to characterise most of these texts as ' Early Middle Mahayana.

'

5 Another significant aspect of Lokaksema's translations is a linguistic one. His works

contain a large number of trans) iterated proper names, technical terms, etc., and although

these have been cited extensively in research into the history of Chinese phonology by

Karlgrcn and others, there has, to the best of my knowledge, been no attempt to make a

thorough and systematic study of them with a view to proceeding in ihe other direction,

i.e., to reconstructing the phonology of the original language of Lokaksema's sutras,

which may well have been a Prakrit (a dialect of Sanskrit). In view of the fact that we arc

not sure what this original language was, while at the same time there is much disagreement

over the sound system of Han Chinese, such research is likely to entail working from

one unknown to another. Nevertheless, despite all the obscuring factors, some interesting

results might emerge.
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Any systematic examination of Lokaksema's oeuvre must begin

with the authentication of those translations currently attributed to

him Fortunately this has already been done by Zurcher (see most

recently his 'A New Look at the Earliest Chinese Buddhist Texts,'

pp 298-300), with whose conclusions I am in substantial agreement.

I differ only in believing that the archaic translation of the Druma-

kinnararajapariprccha, which he maintains as a doubtful case of

attribution, may be ascribed to Lokaksema with few reservations;

and that the ascription of the translations of the Pratyutpannasamadhi

and the Aksobhyavyuha to Lokaksema ought to be qualified in

some way (see below). There is of course always room for further

work on this question; but a preliminary investigation yields a fairly

solid corpus of nine works, which are listed and described below.

Although I have attempted to cite all the more important versions

of the sutras in question, the following notes on the texts translated

by Lokaksema are by no means intended to be a complete

bibliography; for example, I have not given the Mongolian versions,

nor, in most cases, the many Japanese translations (e.g., in the

Kokuyaku tssaikyo).

EXTANT TRANSLATIONS BY LOKAKSEMA

1 Aftasahasrikaprajnaparamitasutra (Abbreviation: Asta)

The Perfection of Wisdom in Eight Thousand Lines

T 224 Tao-hsing (pan-jo) ching jiff<*£)«. 10««
This is the only case of a work whose attribution to Lokaksema

is completely unproblematic. The unanimity of the Chinese BuddJmt

bibliographers in this regard goes right back to Tao-an S3c

(314-385), who unhesitatingly ascribed the text to the Indo-Scythian
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master (see CSTCC, 6b7-27). Further, the text as we now have it

gives us no cause to question the traditional attribution, or to suspect

any major subsequent modifications: the style is homogeneous, the

terminology employed is relatively uniform. Therefore T 224 may

be used as a touchstone for determining the authenticity of all other

works currently ascribed to Lokaksema.

The colophon to the translation has been preserved in the CSTCC

(47c4-9), It informs us that the translation was made (completed?)

on October 26, 179 C.E.; that Lokaksema worked on it together

with the Indian sramana Chu Fo-shuo **4k*$l (the variant Chu

Shuo-fo is more common but, it seems to me, less likely), who had

brought the text from India and who on that occasion recited the

original (either from a manuscript or from memory); and that

Lokaksema's oral rendering in Chinese was taken down in writing

by several Chinese assistants.

The Asia, a long work written entirely in prose, is one of the

most important Mahayan a sQlras. Now widely regarded as the

oldest Prajnaparamita ('Perfection of Wisdom') text, on which all

others are in one way or another based, it is itself the product of a

long process of textual development and accretion.
6

It is dated ca.

100 B.C.E. to 100 CE. As the title suggests, the sutra is devoted

mainly to an exposition of the nature, the practical application, the

advantages and implications of the perfection of wisdom. Although

the other five perfections of the Mahayana—giving (ddna), morality

(slla), patient acceptance (ksanti), vigour (virya) and meditation

(dhyana)—are also referred to, the emphasis is on wisdom (prajna),

6 See, e.g., L, Schmithausen. TcxtgeschiclHlidie Beobachtungen zum 1. Kapitel der

Asfasaliasrika Prajflaparamita,' in h. Lancaster and L.O. Gomez, cds, PrajHaparamita

and Related Systems: Studies in Honor of Edward Conze (Berkeley 1979), pp. 35-80.
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by which is meant that faculty which realises the tn»ntf»» of

Inomenal existence. This true nature is expressed above all by

fhe woTd 'emptiness' (sunyata), a term which signifies the absence

of essence or
«own-being' (svabhava) in the objects of our experience;

STnot to be confused with non-existence. Tnus the true na ure

o reality is beyond expression, not amenable to intellectual

apprehension and reification (although we constantly engage in this

Z of activity), but it can be grasped by Pf* *»^£
• . ~*a >« itm fullness we are awakened, aucn is me

when it is grasped in its tuiiness, wc «uv «

etcntia. message of the PrajnapSramita li.era.are. However, hke

Lt Mahayana sutras .heAm is no sys.em.tic treatise, and a wale

^eoftiis and .hemes isdealtwith in mete*. Sincoftewo*

Hell known, ftere is little poin. in going into detail hera; for a

brief summary 0* reader is refemrftoE. Con*^mP°"™*'
Uteratore (2nd ed.. Tokyo: 197g). PP- 4g-49. Tnere « also an

Sh .relation from me Sanskri. by Conze. now badly in need

of placemen.: The PerfeCion of Wisdom in Eight ThousandLmes

and its Verse Summary (2nd rev. ed., Bolinas 1975).

When we compare T 224 with later versrons of me#«
find ma. .he contents of me sutra have undergone --jderabte

modification over tt.e cemuries, even .hough .he broad outhne has

Lained mueh me same. For example, me^ong W«*«
bodhisattva Sadaprarudita's search for me perfection ofv^
which occurs awards .heend of .he Sanskr, **.

«

a>*
>
P—

T 224. albei. in a different form. Nowadays Urn .s .hough, to be

one of .he latest accretions lo toe basic text

The survival of so many different translations of theA& has

enabled scholar to plot its gradual evolution; see^espec,aUy L.

Lancaster. 'The Oldest Mahayana Sutra: Its S.gn.ficance for the
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Study of Buddhist Development,' The Eastern Buddhist NS Vm,

1 (1975), pp. 3041. In this study (and elsewhere) Lancaster attempted

to throw light on the doctrinal development of the Mahayana by

comparing Lokaksema's and other early translations with later

versions of the Asta and noting the relative occurrence of certain

key doctrinal terms; in doing so he found that in its earlier forms

the sutra appeared to be much closer to the Mainstream position on

various aspects of doctrine. Although such an approach yields

significant results, it does rely heavily on an argument ex silentio,

and should not be pursued without a preliminary study of the total

content of all of Lokaksema's translations. Further, the exact

relationship of the first three Chinese versions of the Asta, which is

still undetermined, has an important bearing on the problem.

OTHER EXTANT VERSIONS

CHINESE:

T 225 Ta ming-tu ching js. BJlJ£ $£> 6 chuan

The current attribution of this text to Chih Ch'ien ^^1 (active

ca. 220-250) has been called into question; see L. Lancaster, *The

Chinese Translation of the ASTASAHASRIKA-PRAJNA-

PARAMITA-SOTRA Attributed to Chih Ch'ien,* Monumenta

Serica XXVIII (1969), pp. 246-257.

T226 Mo-ho pan-jo ch'ao ching ^i^j&^^fg, 5 chuan

Attributed to Tan-mo-p'i ftJ$($ (Dharmapriya?) and Chu

Fo-nien ~L{hi&, dated 382. However, the authorship and date of

this translation are also in doubt.

Harrison
Chinese Tw-Mlw of M-Myini SOU*.

T 227 Mo-ho pan-jo po-lo-mi ching

chuan

Translated by Kumarajrva, 408.

T 220 Ta pan-jo po-lo-.i-to ching *»£***#& «0

Wated by Hsiian-tsang %% between the years 659 and

663 Ztl J compendium of Prajnaparamita texts includes

663, this mass *
4 & 5) xhe first , occupying

two versions of the Asta (as Parts 4 *;>

chuan 538-55, represents a later form of the text, wnue in

{chiton 556-65) is based on an earlier form.

T 228 Fo-mu ch'u-sheng san-fa-tsang pan-jo po-Io-mi-to ching

&nft^&&®%^m%m '
25 chUan

Translated by Shih-hu fcfctt, 985.

SANSKRIT AND TIBETAN versions are also in existence For

information on these, and on the various<»™^T^
and studies relating to the Asta see E. Conze, The PrajnaparamUa

Literature, pp. 46-53.

2 Pratyutpannabuddhasarnmukhavasthitasamadhisutra
(PraS)

The San^adhi of Direct Encounter with the Buddhas of the

Present

T418 Pan-chousanwichingm^'*®-!'**™

The Worship of .his work has been .he subject on™ch

debate. 1. is well established that U>kaksema dri .ndeedproduce

a

Chine« ve,sio„ of «« sutn, i. is .he only ofter .ex. apart fn^ U«

Asia for which Tao-an definitely aUribnted a translation to him (all

144
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the other ascriptions in Tao-an's catalogue were qualified with the

phrase 'appears to be a translation by Lokaksema'). Further, the

CSTCC (48c9-16) has preserved an old colophon to a translation

entitled Pan-chou san-mei ching which tells us that it was made (or

consecrated?) on Oct. 26, 179 (the same date as that given for No.

1) at Lo-yang. The colophon is somewhat obscure, but the procedure

it describes seems to have been the same as that adopted for the

Asta. Chu Fo-shuo recited the original text; Lokaksema translated

it orally, producing, we may suppose, a fairiy rough Chinese

rendering; this was passed on to a Chinese assistant called Meng

Fu ]£^ , who converted it into passable Chinese; and then, from

Meng Fu's dictation, the finished product was taken down in writing

by another Chinese assistant called Chang Lien %fkM- The

question that arises is this: is the present Pan-chou san-mei ching

the same as that described in the colophon and mentioned by Tao-an?

The problem is complicated by the existence of two redactions of

the text, Redaction A (which goes up to the middle of p'in IV only)

being preserved in the Korean edition of the Chinese Tripitaka,

Redaction B (which is complete) being found in the editions of the

Sung, Yuan and Ming dynasties. An examination of the style and

terminology of the text in both its redactions indicates that Redaction

A is probably a fragment of Lokaksema's original translation, while

Redaction B represents a later revision of A, a revision which could

well be the one which the abovementioned colophon tells us took

place at Hsu-ch'ang JH
1
!! in the year 208. The Han capital had

been removed to Hsii (renamed Hsu-ch'ang in 22 1) in 196, Lo-yang

having been abandoned in ruins in 190. It is very probable that the

Buddhist community of Lo-yang had shifted as well. Without

going into the details here, we may with certain reservations assign
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lhe gieater part ofT 418 (excluding the verse gathas of Redaction

B) to Lokaksema.
7

Tne PraS. written in a mixture of prose and verse, is set in the

W
w .

at Raiarfia. where the Buddha explains to the

£ mel of which devotees are able to focus their^P^»
I that they perceive themselves transported to other Buddha-fields

I worlds'^ see the particular Buddhas of the present who hold

way there and to hear the Dharma which they expound. They are

supposed to retain whatever truths they thus hear expounded, and

TnT they emerge from meditation they are called^ to

communicate them to others. Although in this way the products of

lhe experience are not to be dismissed as mere wild fantasy, the

PraS Uat pains to emphasise the true nature of the meditative

vision: that there is no actual movement of physical bodies from

one place to another, that the whole experience, in all its vividness,

is as mind-created as dreams are. To our way of thinking there

seems to be a contradiction here, when the reality of something is

denied, yet its importance is affirmed. However, to the Buddhists

no such contradiction exists, since the 'reality' of meditative or

dream experiences is not denied; rather, these are accorded the same

status as our ordinary waking experience, to which our conventional

notions of 'real' and 'unreal' are equally inapplicable. In the PraS

7 For . full di*cuS,ion of lhe complicated textual problems sketched he*, see my

77* Samadhi of Direct Encounter with the Buddhas of the Present (Tokyo_1990).

pp. 221-19. My English translation of T 418 will eventually appear u, the Enghs*

Translation of the Chinese Tripitaka being published under the ausp.ces of lhe Bukkyo

Dcndo Kyokai, Tokyo.
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this is achieved by applying the tenets of the Prajfiaparamila; thus

the sutra often proceeds from discussing the samadhi to interesting

statements on the nature of all dharmas (dharmas being the basic

factors of phenomenal existence), which are 'empty/ incapable of

being apprehended, and so on. Although this is the main thrust of

the sutra, there is much other material. Particularly noteworthy is a

long section in the middle of the text which defines the social

behaviour, moral attitudes and intellectual understandings required

of (in succession) ordained male and female followers of the

Mahayana <i.e. bhiksus and bhiksunis) and male and female lay

practitioners (upasakas and upasikas). Like many other Mahayana

sutras the PraS places great emphasis, either explicitly or implicitly,

on the position of the lay practitioner or 'householder' bodhisattva.

One might also mention the appearance in the text of the Buddha

Amitabha, who is held up as an example of the many 'Buddhas of

the present' who can be made the object of the samadhi; this in fact

is our earliest dateable reference to the cult of Amitabha, which was

to evolve into the very important 'Pure Land' sects of China and

Japan.
1

OTHER EXTANT VERSIONS

CHINESE:

T417 Pan-cfousan-met ching &&=.&&. l chiian

Attributed from the earliest times to Lokaksema, this text is

clearly not an independent translation of the PraS, but a later

8 Fcr a Rilkr ueatmcrt. of the content of the PraS.xc Direct Encounter, pp. xvii-xxvii,

and P. Hani**!, 'BuddhSnusmrtS in the Pratyutpanna-buddha-satnmukhavasthlia-

samadhi-sutra: Journal of Indian Philosophy 6 (1978), pp. 35-57.

148

, nf Redaction B of the larger Pon-chou san-mei
ching.

aWTl comptr has occasional revealed his hand by

A.D. or later.'

T 410 pa-n-op-usa ching *«#«**. 1 «**"
. , ,.™ anonymous and partial translation-it contarns only the

«rXis (IM. Zoning) of the,«— » have

been made at the end ofthe Han or soon alter.

T416 Tafang-lengta-chi-Mnghsien-lm-fe*
*##**&«

frfsiatedTearly 595 by fflanagupta and his colleagues at the

Snil^Ch-angl.u.isisbyfarme^.andn^t^.e
• «f thf Pm<\ As the title indicates, the sutra was

Chinese version of the Praz. *v> »>c

a a « oart of the ereat sutra-collection, the

by then regarded as part 01 me gic<«

Mahasamnipata.

Large chunks of me PraS am also quoted or pamphra^d in the

iLk*****— and (to a much >-«•*»£"
•£

.MaUaprajnv*ran»,Ma«r», bom
attributed»NW»

timijanu jut.
Encounter,

references to their citations of the PraS see my **

pp. xxiv-xxv.

9 See P. Harrison, Direct Encounter, pp.
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TIBETAN:

The Tibetan version of Ihe PraS, entitled Da Itar gyi sangs rgyas

mngon sum du bzhugs pa'i ting nge 'dzin, seems to have been in

existence by the beginning of the 9th century, when it was revised

and edited by Sakyaprabha and Ratnaraksita. An edition of this

version, based upon the Derge, Narthang, Peking and Lhasa editions

of the Kanjur, was published by me as The Tibetan Text of the

Pratyutpanna-Buddha-Sammukhdvasthita-Samddhi-Sutra (Tokyo

1978). This is the edition which was translated into English in my

Direct Encounter, Appendix C of which (pp. 303-12) also presents

the readings of the Stog Palace Manuscript Kanjur version of the

text,

SANSKRIT:

The Sanskrit text of the PraS has been lost, except for one manuscript

folio found in Central Asia at the turn of the century and published

as the 'Bhadrapala Sutra' in A.F. Rudolf Hoemle, ed., Manuscript

Remains ofBuddhist Literature (Oxford 1916; repr. Amsterdam

1970, Delhi 1988), pp. 88-93 (see also Addenda, pp. 410-11).

Appendix B of my Direct Encounter (pp. 273-302) contains a new

edition, translation and study of this manuscript fragment of the

PraS.

3 Drumafdnnararajapariprcchasuira (DKP)

The Questions of Druma, King of the Kinnaras

T 624 Tun chen-t'o-lo so-wen ju-iai san-mei ching 1$M PfcM Pit

mm^E.mBr3chuan
Despite the confusing bibliographical data on this work, its
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H«ri«m - Chtae.e Tn-UM of Mihiyin. SteM

, .trfhntion to Lokaksema is supported by the Buddhist

1^2, tellnMion of the text gives us no cause to overturn

^mbuucm s.y.e and vocabulary accord in almost every r«pec.

7— orL schoo., who were probably also response for

rteminorrevisionswhichcanbedetected.

Written in alternating prose and verse, theDKP B >itong an

elaborate text rich in doctrinal content and dramaUc«k*
J*

i™ .aires nlace on the Vulture Peak near Rajagrha; the main

£££££. the Buddha himself, are the^ajong

lhenK „f«K s«ttaisttK care«rof ttKb^1Sattva^«m«.ak»

„p again and again from «"-£*-•^ Jb^isattvas to

ovists in a long expos,t.on ofthe conect™y ^
practise the six perfections, to whrch the ^«*°""

Leof sttatagems'<**>**+"^'*£?£ZZ as

do. Ihc concept of aoptiness*£-*£££ Lbodhisattva-
on the nature of all dharmas. The supenomy

vehicle is dramatically contrasted with the way of the Hearers

(sravakayana)}
'

10 Cf E ZUrcher, *A New Look.' p. 300.
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OTHER EXTANT VERSIONS

CHINESE:

T 625 Ta-shu chin-na-lo-wang so-wen ching ^ ffl^ SBH 3: Htf

fall£, 4 chuan

Translated by Kumarajlva in the first decade of the 5th century,

this version of the DKP was based on a text substantially in agreement

with tha' used by Lokaksema.

TIBETAN:

Mi 'am ci't rgyalpo Ijonpas (or; sdongpos) zhuspa.

Translated and revised by Dpal gyi Ihun po and Dpal brtsegs,

this Tibetan version of the DKP appears in the Ldan (or Lhan)

dkar ma catalogue. It must therefore have been in existence at the

beginning of the 9th century. My critical edition of Recension A of

this text has recently been published by the International Institute

for Buddhist Studies, Tokyo (see above, n. 1 1).

4 Ajatasatrukaukrtyavinodanasutra (AjKV)

The Dispelling of Ajatasatru's Remorse

T 626 A-che-shih wang ching ffl ffliH^, 2 chuan

Taa-an's tentative attribution of this work to Lokaksema is

supported by Chih Min-tu in the preface to his synoptic edition of

the $gs (see above under No. 3), and borne out by an examination

of its style and terminology.

Written almost entirely in prose, the AjKV betrays its patchwork

on Eight Editions of the Kaiijur and the Dunhuang Manuscript Fragment (Tokyo

1992), pp. xiii-xvi. An English translation and study of this sutra is in progress.

Hn.ri.on - Chi™» T™»Ulta» of M.hiy«i» Saw

n-thod of composition more than most other MahaySna sOlras,

rfgasuLofanurnbcrof.oose.yre.a.edelen^B^ch

reJadaI
.edand Stn.ngt<«eUKr.omake«p<r...ea.ongexL

TvJZ* on. of those elemeols has survived in .ts anassun,Uteri

Z* (see below. T 629), and furnishes us whh a rare example of

n^ind of raw material which the followers ofthe Mahayana used

to construct their 'expanded' texts.

The principal tome of the AjKVis the glorificalron o .nsdom

MH) as expounded and personified by thebrikM|

Manjuim

Hvera. spectacular dramatic episodes, most notably to. of the

hading of the bowl,' Ore sutra demonstrates the magndlee™* of

Maftiusri's magical powers and his superiority lo the great discpies.

££SA-T- Mahlmaudgalyayana.•*—»*

theinrerior dispensation, U. the 'Hinayana.' At one pmnt .t »

rete*Ttot even Sakyamuni and the other Buddhas of the pas.

alteration to Buddhahood toMad^s teaching^ and to

Lhisatlva is referred to as the 'father andmoto of to Buddhas.

TOsTage indicates that he is functioning h«e as to mcamaUon of

T*ZL of wisdom, to some of to Sutra's more drdacfc

L omniscience of to Buddhas, to nature-«*£££
the 'canon' ofto bodhisattvasV***?^?*™
of the Dharma which never rolls back. However,

J-*""™
sotra consist in his conversations with^^^fj^
he attempts to reveal to true•W^£'"?!™Z£.
A^talatm tab at having caused the dead, oftm fator Bntam

harder to usurp to throne of Magadha. Alter»*™£
that since aU Marmas are empty, wrong acttons and to retnbuuon
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they incur are also empty, and have no power to affect Ihe mind that

sees them for what they are. Initially overwhelmed by the thought

of the infernal torment which lies in store for him, Ajatas'atru at last

comprehends that there is no self to suffer any such fate; attaining

the realisation that no dhamtas are ever produced (anulpattika-

dharmaksanti), he has his eventual rise to Buddhahood predicted

for him by Sakyamuni. Behind this pious tale with its many dramatic

flourishes and embellishments lies a concerted attempt to apply the

doctrine of emptiness to the problems of morality.
12

OTHER EXTANT VERSIONS

CHINESE:

T 627 Wen-shU'Chih-li p 'u-ch 'ao san-mei ching jt%^f!
J#^

E$t&, 3 chiian

Translated by Dhaimaraksa (late 3rd century), this version of

theAjKV is much the same as that translated by Lokaksema. Dhaima-

raksa's rendering is somewhat fuller than his predecessor's, and

also more 'Chinese.' Often it succeeds in being more obscure as

well. The few gathas are translated into verse, and the text is

divided into 13 chapters.

T 628 Wei-ts'eng-yu cheng-fa ching^#WjE?£$£. 6 chiian

This much more readable translation of the AjKV was made by

Fa-fien fe% late in the 10th century. Although Fa-t'ien's text does

not differ in basic structure from the two earlier versions (there are

1 2 An English translation of the Tibetan version of this text is in progress. LokaksenWs

version (T 626) has also been translated into modem Japanese by Akira Sadakata, Ajax

no satori (Kyoto 1989).
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a few minor re-arrangements of material in the panndano), it does

have one outstanding feature', all references to patricide and matricide

have been completely obliterated. Ajatasatru is now represented as

coming to the Buddha with doubts of a general nature, and nowhere

do we find any mention of his parricide or of his anxiety over the

hellfire to which it has condemned him. The earlier versions also

contained an episode in which a matricide is accepted into the Order

by the Buddha, becomes an Arhat, and undergoes Parinirvana by

self-immolation. In Fa-t'ien's version this man is simply designated

as a person who has 'committed the crime of murder.' In the

earlier versions Mafijusn conjures up a phantom who slays his

own parents in full view of the matricide so as to identify himself

with him and persuade him to go and visit the Buddha. In Fa-t'ien's

translation the phantom merely announces to the 'real* murderer

that he himself is also guilty of the same crime, but no murder is

depicted. This careful bowdlerisation of the AjKV was probably

carried out by Fa-Hen himself, in order to make the sutra conform

more closely to Chinese notions of filial piety, since the Tibetan

translation agrees substantially with the earlier Chinese versions of

the text by Lokaksema and Dharmaraksa.

T 629 Fangpo ching $.&&
This anonymous translation is not really a version of the AjK V

at all, nor is it a fragment of it (as, for instance, T 419 is a fragment

of the PraS). It is, rather, a short sutra in its own right, which has

been modified by the compilers) of the AjKV and then inserted into

the larger work. Substantial differences in content and in the ordering

of the material make any other explanation difficult.

Set in the Jetavana in Sravasti (the AjKV is set on the Vulture

Peak and in nearby Rajagrha), the Fang po ching contains two
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main elements: the spectacular miracle of the 'hurling of the bowl

(hence the title of the sutra), in which ManjuSri features so

prominently, and the avadana of Sakyamuni, in which he is set on

the path to Buddhahood at the instigation of Manjusri.

Since it appears in Tao-an's catalogue (compiled 374 C.E.),

this work is usually assigned to the third or fourth century C.E.

However, an examination of its terminology and style reveals that

these are remarkably similar to Lokaksema's translations (one notable

exception is the use of chung-sheng&± for sattva): we even find

the absence of the opening formula wenju shih ffitftik (Skt. evam

maya srutam). In view of this we should, I think, regard the Fang

po ching as a product of Lokaksema's school.

TIBETAN:

Ma skyes dgra'i 'gyodpa bsal ba.

Since the translation appears in the Ldan (or: Lhan) dkar ma

catalogue, it must have been in existence around the beginning of

the 9th century. The colophon to the text says only that it was

revised by Manjus'rigarbha and Ratnaraksita. To be found in the

following editions of the Kanjun

Peking Mdo Tsu 220a5-28Ia5 (Vol. XXXV, No. 882)

Lhasa Mdo Ma 323aM13a7 (Vol. 62, pp. 162-209)
14

Derge MdoTsha211b2-268b7

Narthang Mdo Ma 339a4-427b5

M

1

3

Information in parentheses refers lo D.T. Suzuki, ed. . The Peking Edition of the

Tibetan Tripitaka (Tokyo-Kyoto 1955-61)*

1

4

Information in parentheses refers to H. Eimer, Die Xeroxkopie des Lhasa-Kanjur/

The Xerox Copy of the Lhasa Kanjur (Tokyo 1977).
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5 Part of the A vatamsakasutra

T280 Tou-sha ching ^.tyfe, 1 chiton (TSQ

Since it is not known what Sanskrit word the Chinese tou-sha

transliterates, it is impossible to determine the original title of this

sutra. In a modified form the text appears as part of the massive

Avatamsakasutra; it is therefore possible that it is similar in status

to the Fangpo ching (see above, No . 4).

Written entirely in prose, the TSC is such a short work that a

summary of it may conveniently be given here. The action takes

place in Magadha, shortly after the enlightenment of the Buddha.

In attendance are a large assembly of bodhisaltvas, who wish to see

the Buddha-fields in the ten directions and the Buddhas working in

them. By an exercise of his magic power Sakyamuni reveals to the

bodhisaltvas one Buddha-field in each of the ten directions; the

names of the fields and of their Buddhas are given, and from each

field comes a bodhisattva with a large retinue to pay homage to

Sakyamuni. The names of these ten bodhisaltvas are also given;

the first is ManjuSri,

In the second part of the sutra Manjusri enlarges upon the

inconceivable number of Buddhas in the universe and upon the

multiplicity of their names.

Finally, in the third part of the text, Sakyamuni emits a miraculous

beam of light which illuminates the entire universe with its myriad

continents, mountain ranges and celestial realms. Its unity under

his dominion is described. The text ends abruptly with a list of the

ten bodhisaltvas and ten Buddhas who appeared earlier.

Tao-an originally ascribed the TSC to Lokaksema on the basis

of an examination of its style. There is no good reason for us now

not to accept his judgement. From the point of view of subject
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matter it is difficult to see why the text was translated in the first

place, consisting as it does mainly in a lesson in Mahayana cosmology.

Perhaps this was Lokaksema's intention. For us, however, the

TSCs chief value lies in its abundance of transliterated proper names.

OTHER EXTANT VERSIONS

CHINESE:

T278 Ta-fang-kuangfo hua-yen ching ^^SfKik0M^> 60

chiton

This translation of the Avatamsaka by Buddhabhadra (early

5th century) contains a modified form of the TSC, In Chapter III (

JD^&S&iSi) we find Parts 1 and 2 of the original work, with Part

2 being considerably expanded; while in Chapter V (jftl$fc$t BM'M>

ft) we find a version of Part 3—see T278, 418a25-420b4;

422bl7HclO.

T279 Ta-fang-kuangfo hua-yen ching ^Z'jjf^iiLMKt'&f 80

chuan

This second translation of the Avatamsaka by the Khotanese

Siksananda (active in China during the years 695-710) preserves

the TSC in the same form as the earlier version (T 278), i.e., spread

out over Chapters VII Cjta*£f8ift) and IX (MM)—«*

T 279, 57c22-60al2; 62bl5-cl0. For an English translation of the

relevant sections from this Chinese version, see Thomas Cleary,

trans., The Flower Ornament Scripture: A Translation of the

Avatamsaka Sutra, Vol, I (Boulder 1984), pp. 270-75, 282-3.

TIBETAN:
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Sangs rgyasphalpo che

Translated, revised and edited by Jinamitra, Surendrabodhi and

Ye shes sde (early 9th century), the Tibetan version of the Avatamsaka

contains the material corresponding to the TSC in Chaps. XII (Sangs

rgyas kyi mtshan shin tu bstan pa) and XIV (De bzhin gshegs pat

'od zer las rnam par sangs rgyas pa). These chapters appear in

the following editions of the Kanjur:

Peking Fhal chen Yl 189bl-197a5, 206a8-219a6 (Vol. XXV, No. 761)

Lhasa Phal chen Ka 256a5-269a7, 279M-297b7 (Vol. 41, pp- 130-6,

141-151)

Derge Phal chen Ka 175b3-184bl, 19la7-203b2

Narthang Phal chen Ka 259a5-272a7, 282b3-30Ob4

6 Lokanuvartanasutra (LAn)

Conformity With the Way of the World

T807 Nei-tsangpai-pao ching f*3^lEfj£$£

Tao-an's tentative ascription of this text to Lokaksema is totally

justified: the work carries most of the hallmarks of his style. The

LAn is a short sutra which, as the Tibetan version shows, was

written entirely in verse. Lokaksema's translation is, characteristically,

in prose, but I think we may safely assume that the original from

which he worked was in verse form too. The Nei-tsangpm-pao

ching is the only Chinese translation of this text.

The LAn is set on the Vulture Peak near Rajagrha. In response

to a request from Mafijusn, the Buddha explains the true nature of

his appearance among human beings. As an expression of his skill

in the use of stratagems (upayakausalya) he conceals his real powers

and attributes and conforms to the way of the world in performing
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the work of a Buddha. A typical verse runs:

The Buddha's body never succumbs to illness, yet he manifests

illness, summons doctors, and takes medicine. The giver of the

medicine gains incalculable merit. It is to conform to the way of

the world that tie enters into a manifestation of this kind.

This last sentence occurs as a refrain afler each item. Approximately

100 aspects of the Buddha's life and teachings are dealt with.

For a study of this text, in particular of the verses from it

which appear in the Mahavastu and the Prasannapada, see my

'Sanskrit Fragments of a Lokottaravadin Tradition,' in L.A. Hercus

et al , eds., Indological and Buddhist Studies: Volume in Honour of

Professor J. W. de Jong on his Sixtieth Birthday (Canberra 1982;

reprinted Delhi 1984), pp. 211-34.

OTHER EXTANT VERSIONS

TIBETAN:

'Jig rten gyi rjes su 'thun par 'jug pa

This Tibetan version in 113 verses was translated, revised and

edited by Danasrla, Jinamitra and Ye shes sde at the beginning of

the 9th century.

A full edition and translation of this text, accompanied by a translation

of Lokaksema's Chinese rendition and an introduction to the content

of the LAn, is in preparation. For a preliminary discussion of the

textual problems relating to the Tibetan version, with full

bibliographical references to various editions of the Kanjur, see P.

Harrison, 'Meritorious Activity or Waste of Time? Some Remarks

on the Editing of Texts in the Tibetan Kanjur,' in Shoren Dtara and

Harrtfon - Chlneie Translations of Mihlyin* Sfitrai

Zuiho Yamaguchi, eds., Tibetan Studies /Narita 1989: Proceedings

ofthe Fifth International Seminar on Tibetan Studies. Narita, Japan,

August-September 1989 (Tokyo 1992), pp. 77-93.

7 The Sutra of Mafijusn's Questions Concerning the Bodhisattva

Career (SkUitle unknown)

T 458 Wen-shu-shih-li wen p 'u-sa-shu ching ;£ 2$ Gffi fal I? II

mnAehuaniWWP)
This interesting and enigmatic text, which is written entirely in

prose, carries all the hallmarks of Lokaksema's style, and may be

ascribed to him without hesitation. However, the lack of any other

known version of the sutra means that its obscurities are especially

difficult to penetrate. Even its name is a mystery—the present title

appears to have been based on a remark made by Sakyamuni to

Saripulra right al the beginning of the sutra (see 435b8), yet in the

whole work Manjusn is only mentioned twice, and in the third

person at that; he certainly never asks any questions. In fact, the

sutra seems to refer to itself as the Ta-sa-a-chieh-shu H Sipnf $%W
(Skt. Tathagata-carym% while the character who puts most of the

questions to the Buddha is Sariputra. It should also be noted that

there is no formal beginning to the sutra; but it is clear from later

references that the action takes place in the arama of Anathapindada

in the Jetavana at Sravastl. What is particularly interesting is that

no bodhisattva takes part, or (with the exception of Manjusn) even

appears to be present; the Buddha discusses the career of the

Tathagata, the bodhisattva-vow (referred to as being 'armed with

the great armour') and the Mahayana with his disciples and with a

group of 500 brahmans who come out from Sravastl. This may

indicate that T 458 is one of the most primitive Mahayana sutras
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which we possess.

As ZUrcher pointed out in his original study of these texts, the

exposition of the WWP is presented in terms of the doctrine of

emptiness, with the paradoxical mode of expression characteristic

of Prajnaparamita literature; and there are interesting similarities to

the Vimalakutinirdesa

OTHER VERSIONS: None known.

8 Kasyapaparivarta (KP)

The KaSyapa Section

T350 I-yueh mo-ni-pao ch'mg jBS^/ESIi. 1 chiian

Despite considerable confusion in the Chinese bibliographies

over the title of this work, its style and terminology accord so

closely with other translations by Lokaksema that the current

attribution to him is to be maintained.

Along with the Asia the KP is the most influential of the sutras

rendered into Chinese by the Indo-Scylhian master, and, as in the

case of the Asta the Sanskrit text has come down to us. There are

interesting affinities with T 458 (see above, No. 7): T 350 is also

set in the Jelavana at Sravastl (but note that in aU other versions of

the KP, including the Sanskrit, the action takes place on the Vulture

Peak); the Buddha explains the bodhisattva-career to his disciples

(in the KP the chief interlocutor is MahakaSyapa), but no active part

is taken by any bodhisattvas, even though a group of them is said

to be present. A distinctive feature of the siitra is its emphasis on

ethics.

The present Sanskrit text is in a mixture of prose and verse,

but nearly all the verse passages are unrepresented in Lokaksema's
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text. However, at one point (Sections 136-7) there are some verses

which he has characteristically rendered in prose.

The KP has been much studied by modem scholars. An extensive

bibliography of these studies compiled by Bhikkhu Pasadika appears

in Buddhist Studies Review 8, 1-2 (1991), pp. 59-70. We are

particularly indebted to Friedrich Weller for his annotated translations

of various versions of the text, which show how much it has

expanded and developed over the centuries. For WeUer's German

translation of T 350 see 'Kasyapaparivarta nach der Han-Fassung

verdeutscht,' Buddhist Yearly 1968/69 (Halle 1970), pp. 57-221.

OTHER VERSIONS

CHINESE:

T35I Mo-ho-yenpaoyenching&WtfS%.WL&> ! chiian

Anonymous; usually assigned to the 4th century (Chin #
dynasty). See WeUer's translation, 'Kasyapaparivarta nach der Djin-

Fassung verdeutscht,' Mitteilungen des Institutsjur Orientforschung

XII (1966), pp. 379-462.

T 310 Ta-pao-chi chingj^^Mfe, 120 chuan

This complete translation of the Maharatnakuta, the sutra-

colleclion of which the KP later became a part, contains as Section

43 the Fu-ming p'u-sahui «•%«&. an anonymous version of

the KP which is usually assigned to the 4th century (Ch'in m
dynasty). See Weller,

*Kasyapaparivarta nach der Tjin-Obersetzung

verdeutscht,' Wissenschaftliche Zeitschrift der Karl-Marx-

Universitat Leipzig XIII (1964), Gesellschafts- und

Sprachwissenschaftliche Reihe, Heft 4, pp. 771-804. An English
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translation (with omissions) appears in Garma C.C. Chang, ed., A

Treasury ofMahayana Sutras: Selectionsfrom the Maharatnakuta

Sutra (University Park, Penn. 1983), pp. 387-414.

T 659 Ta-ch'engpao-yiin ching ±$k%M&> ? cA«J»

Attributed to Seng-chia-p'o-lo and Man-t'o-lo-hsien, both active

at the beginning of the 6th century, this Chinese version of the

Ratnameghasutra contains the KP as its seventh chapter.

T 352 Ta-chia-she wen ta-pao~chi cheng-fa ching JiMM$\j\^
®IE?£fc£,5cAuart

Translated by Shih-hu fifcff in the year 986. See Weller's

'Die Sung-Fassung des KaSyapaparivarta,' Monumenta Serica XXV

(1966), pp. 207-361.

SANSKRIT:

The Kacyapaparivarta, A Mahayanasutm ofthe Ratnakuta Class,

ed. by A. von Stael-Holstein (Shanghai 1926)

This is based upon a single Sanskrit manuscript of the KP

which was found near Khotan in Central Asia towards the end of

the 19th century. Von StaelHolstein's pioneer edition (which includes

the Tibetan and four Chinese versions) has since been supplemented

by other manuscript finds. See J.W. de Jong, 'Sanskrit Fragments

of the Kasyapaparivafta,' Beitrage zur Indienforschung Ernst

Waldschmidtzum 80. Geburtstag gewidmet (Berlin 1977), pp. 247-

255. It is reported that a new edition of von Stael-Holstein's

manuscript is being prepared in Russia by Bongard-Levin and

Vorobyeva-Desyatovskaya (see Buddhist Studies Review 4, 2 (1987),

p. 139).
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Translations from the Sanskrit include:

German:

Friedrich Welter, Zum Kasyapaparivarta, Heft 2, Verdeutschung

des sanskrit-tibetischen Textes (Abhandlungen der sdchsischen

Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Leipzig, Philologisch-historische

Klasse, Band 57, Heft 3) (Berlin 1965).

English:

Bhikkhu Pasadika, The Dharma-Discourse ofthe Great Collection

ofJewels, The Kaiyapa Section, published serially in Link S6n

Publication d'Etudes Bouddhologiques, No. 1 (Nov. 1977), pp.

2641; No.2 (Feb. 1978), pp. 3142; No. 3 (May 1978), pp. 41-48;

No. 4(Aug. 1978), pp. 34-42; No. 5 (Nov. 1978), pp. 28-39; No.

6 (Feb. 1979), pp. 35-45; No. 7 (May 1979), pp. 27-37; No. 8

(Aug. 1979), pp. 31-43; and No. 9 (Nov. 1979), pp. 26-41. In

addition, a new annotated English translation is currently being

prepared by Gadjin Nagao and Jonathan Silk.

Japanese:

Gadjin Nagao and Hajime Sakurabe, 'Kashobon/ in Daijo butten,

Vol. IX (Tokyo 1974), pp. 5-124.

TIBETAN:

'Od srung gi le'u

Translated, revised and edited by Jinamitra, Sitendrabodhi and

Ye shes sde at the beginning of the 9th century. TWs version

appears in von Stael-Holstein's edition, and is found in the following

editions of the Kanjur:

PekiDg Dkoa brtscgs 'I 100b3-I38«6 (Vol. XXIV, No. 760.43)
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Lhasa Dkon brtsegs Cha 2lla6-260b5 (Vol. 40, pp. 106-131)

Derge Dkoo brtsegs Cha 1 I9bl-151b7

Narthang Dkon brtsegs Cha 208a2-261 a2

9 Aksobhyatathagatasyavyuhasutra (AkTV)

The Magnificence of the Tathagata Aksobhya

T 3 13 A-ch 'u-fo-kuo ching P"fE8&E$> 2 chUan

The current attribution of the A-ch'u-fo-kuo ching to Lokaksema

must be viewed with some suspicion, since the text contains certain

stylistic features which are quite uncharacteristic of him. It may be

significant that it shares some of these features with T 418. We

find, for example, a greater use of translations in cases where

Lokaksema usually employs transliterations—e.g. chuan-lun-wang

fe*«i for cakravartin, ju-lai #B3fc for tathagata, yuan-i-chueh

fa—% for pratyekabuddha. Also notable is the use of

chung-skeng %t± for sattva and shan-pen ## for kusalamula.

The considerable number of these uncharacteristic renderings (despite

stylistic similarity in other respects) makes it necessary for us to

examine the text more closely at a later date. However, on preliminary

inspection it appears that T 313 is either a translation by Lokaksema

which has been subsequently revised, or the work of one of his

contemporaries or disciples. It is, however, certainly an old text.

The AkTV, a medium-length work composed entirely in prose,

is also in terms of content the most uncharacteristic of the sutras

ascribed to Lokaksema. Although there are frequent references to

the perfection of wisdom and to the other perfections, one finds

hardly any trace of the long passages on the doctrine of emptiness

and its realization which are such a feature elsewhere. Seemingly

unconcerned with the major emphases of the Prajnaparamita literature,
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ihe AkTV deals in a relatively systematic fashion with the Buddha

Aksobhya and his Buddha-field Abhirati, which lies to the east of

our world. On the Vulture Peak near Rajagrha Sakyamuni relates

to the disciple Sariputra the former vows of Aksobhya and his

setting out upon the bodhisattva path; the circumstances of

Aksobhya's awakening as a Buddha; the characteristics of his

Buddha-field, the 'paradise' Abhirati; the attributes and powers of

his sravakas and bodhisattvas; the circumstances of his Parinirvana;

the manner in which beings can ensure that they are reborn in

Abhirati; and the advantages of such a rebirth. The AkTV is thus a

text which has strong affinities with the much more influential

Sukhavatfvyuhasutra, which describes the glories of Sukhavatl, the

western paradise of the Buddha Amitabha.

OTHER EXTANT VERSIONS

CHINESE:

T 310 Ta-pao-chi ching ;££$$& 120 chiian

Compiled by Bodhiruci around the beginning ofthe 8th century,

this Chinese version of the sutra-coliection entitled Maharatnakuta

contains the AkTV as its sixth section (Pu-tung ju-lai hui ^i&#D3fc

£), occupying two chiian (19 & 20). In basic structure

Bodhiruci's version does not differ substantially from T 3 13, except

that it has a proper ending—in T 313 the sutra ends abruptly in the

middle of a passage about the value of its own propagation.

An English translation of this text may be found in Garma C.C.

Chang, ed., op. at, pp- 315-338.

TIBETAN:
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De bzhin gshegs pa mi 'khrugspa'i bkodpa

Translated, revised and edited by Jinarrutra, Surendrabodhi and

Ye shes sde at the beginning of the 9lh century. To be found in the

following editions of the Kanjun

Peking Dkon brtsegs Dzi l-80a5 (Vol. XXII. No. 760.6)

Lhasa Dkon brtsegs Kha 1-U5al (Vol. 36, pp. 2-59)

Deigc Dkoa brtsegs Kha lai-70a7

Narthang Dkon brtsegs Kha lal-1 12al

For a partial French translation of this text, see J. Dantinne,

trans., La splendeur de Vlnebranlable (Aksobhyavyuha) ,
Tome I

(Louvain-la-Neuve 1983).

LOST TRANSLATIONS BY LOKAKSEMA

Lokaksema is also said to have made translations, now lost, of the

following works:

1 Suramgamasamadhisutra ($gs)

Lokaksema's translation of this sutra (said to have been made

on Jan. 16, 186) is well attested (see CSTCC 6bl 1; 49al8), but the

only Chinese version to have come down to us is that of Kumarajlva.

The sutra is also extant in Tibetan. For full bibliographical details

and a French translation of Kumarajiva's version see Etienne Lamotte,

La Concentration de la Marche Hiroique (Suramgamasamadhi-

sutra) (Brussels 1965). An English translation of Lamotte's work

by Sara Boin-Webb is forthcoming.

11 Kuang-ming san-mei ching jtjBBH^^, 1 chiian

The Sanskrit title of this sutra is lost, as is Lokaksema's translation

Hinlion - Chinese Translations of Mahiyana Sutr.1

of it There is only one version in existence: T 630, Ch'eng-chu

kuang-ming ting-i ching jRJ*#«HMfe 1 chuan (abbreviation:

OCT), attributed to Chih Yao £lg, a contemporary of Lokaksema.

The text displays interesting affinities with the PraS.

Tao-an also tentatively ascribed to Lokaksema translations bearing

the titles Hupan-ni-huan ching fflM>B£ (Mahaparinirvana-

sutral) and P'ei-pen ching ^*& No definite identification of

these can be made.

thp CONTENT OF LOKAKSEMA'S WORKS

A definitive description and evaluation of the content of Lokaksema's

translations cannot be made until they have all been rendered

intelligible in their entirety and have been compared in detail with

later versions of the same sutras. Since the present paper was

originally conceived as a preliminary survey based on a cursory

reading of the texts in question, only a brief and unsystematic

sketch of their themes is presented here, without precise references

Some distortions and omissions are inevitable. This is esr^uuly

so because the more theoretical or 'philosophical F~«»£»
their very nature the more obscure; only upon careful examination

will these yield their secrets.

Perhaps the most salient characteristic of Lokaksema's works

is that although they obviously reflect an early stage of*»*»*»-.

they are not the products of its primitive or iniUal phase. This is not

* lyXthe texts do not contain some very old elements which

1 5 A seieenco of these .hemes (with precise references) has been addressed in P.

Harrison, 'Who Gets to Ride in the Great Vehicle?
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may date back to the beginnings of the Mahayana, whatever and

whenever those were. Rather, the overall content and presentation

of the sutras indicate that by the mid-second century C.E. the

movement had already come some distance, and one may point out

many well-developed features,'
6

First of all, in the area of buddhology we find that the historical

Buddha (in this paper I have referred to him as Sakyamuni) is

represented as the illusory manifestation of a much grander, if not

transcendental, figure (see especially the LAn and the AjKY). His

physical body is thus relatively insignificant: what are important are

the cognition with which he is endowed {buddhajnana; often referred

to as 'omniscient cognition,' sarvajnajwna) and the body of truths

which he represents and personifies. In this respect the occurrence

and use ofthe term 'body of dhaimas' (dharmakaya) in Lokaksema's

works merit careful study.
17 Also significant is the concept of

anubhava, the 'might ' or 'authority* of the Buddha (Lokaksema's

equivalent is wei-shen S£W), which permits an extension of the

Buddha's function. By the authority of the Buddha his followers

are empowered to perform acts which would otherwise be beyond

their capabilities, and are thus able to take part in his work of

teaching and saving sentient beings. This applies both to the characters

who appear in the sutras and to those who are concerned with their

propagation. In this way the concept of the anubhava of the Buddha

16 Some of these features may well have been shared with one or more Mainstream

Buddhist sects, i.e., may not have been exclusive to the Mahayana.

17 On this topic see my recent article 'Is the Dharma-kaya the Real * Phantom Body

'

of the BuddhaT Journal of tte Interna tiotial Association of Buddhist Studies 15, 1

(1992) PP- 44-93- The application or the same method to other doctrinal concepts may

yield similarly interesting results.
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plays an important role in claims by followers of the Mahayana for

the ultimate authenticity of their teachings.

We also find in Lokaksema's translations the notion of an

immense profusion of Buddhas of the present, each one resident in

his own Buddha-field {buddhaksetra) in another world-system (see

especially PraS, TSC, AjKV), with not only the developments in

cosmology which that notion entails, but also lavish descriptions of

specific Buddha-fields (see AkTV; see also many of the predictions

in other lexis). Here Buddhism comes closest to Christian conceptions

of Paradise, although there are important differences between the

two systems which make comparison risky. The faithful may have

experience of these Buddha-fields during their lifetimes (see PraS)

or be reborn in them in their next lives, if certain conditions are

fulfilled (see AkTV).

The chief concern of Mahayana sutras is, of course, the career

of the bodhisattva. In Lokaksema's translations attention is directed

to certain key stages in this career (a systematic theory of ten stages

or bhumis appears to be absent). These are the initial thought of

awakening {bodhicittotpada% whereby a person first aspires to the

state of Buddhahood and becomes a bodhisattva; and the three

closely related events which usually take place myriads of lifetimes

later, namely the realisation of the fact that dharmas are not produced

{anutpauikadharmaksantiy, the attainment of the stage of non-

regression, whereupon a bodhisattva is assured of reaching his or

her goal (avaivartika); and the prediction {vyakarana), when the

Buddha under whom the bodhisattva is currently serving predicts

his or her eventual awakening. This prediction almost always takes

place according to a strict formula: the Buddha emits a ray of light

.
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from some part of his face; the light illuminates the entire universe

and then is reabsorbed into the Buddha's topknot; Ananda rises and

asks what the meaning of this portent is; the Buddha then gives the

prediction for one of the bodhisattvas in the audience. Full details

are generally supplied—how many kalpas later the event will take

place, the name of the katpa in which it will occur, the name the

bodhisattva will bear when he or she is a Buddha, the name of his

or her Buddha-field and perhaps a description of its beauties, a

description of his or her ministry with numbers of followers, details

concerning the duration of the teachings, etc., etc. All this is followed

by great rejoicing. Predictions occur in nearly all the sutras listed

above; they were obviously greatly relished by the compilers of

Mahayana sutras—sometimes there are even predictions within

predictions.

In the way these sutras treat of the bodhisattva we find what

may seem to us to be a strange blend of the mythic and the mundane.

On the one hand we have the grand flourishes of the predictions

and all the other dramatic elements of the texts, with their gigantic

time-scales and their displays of supernatural power by the great

bodhisattvas like Manjusn, while on the other hand we are told that

the bodhisattva who continues to live at home should refrain from

drinking alcohol, or that he (clearly men are intended here) should

regard his wife and children as his enemies. The word 'bodhisattva*

in fact denotes a high, almost superhuman ideal at the same time as

it is a practical designation for ordinary followers of the Mahayana

(although there appears to be some disinclination to apply the term

to women). On the day-to-day level of the modes of behaviour and

attitude required of these people, Lokaksema's translations contain

much interesting material Often a distinction is made between
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renunciant bodhisattvas,' i.e., those who have left the world and

joined the Buddhist Order, and 'householder bodhisattvas,' those

who continue to take part in worldly affairs, follow an occupation,

bring up a family, and so on. Sometimes we find a fourfold

division into male and female renunciants (Mahayana bhiksus and

bhiksunfs-'monks' and 'nuns') and householders (Mahayana

upasakas and upasikas-tesl understood as male and female lay

practitioners, rather than as laypeople in the ordinary sense), with

special rules being laid down for each of the four classes (see

particularly the PraS; the CKThas similar passages). There is a

strong emphasis in some of the sutras on the importance of the

householder-bodhisattva, and when one considers that in the early

period of Chinese Buddhism the native following would have been

a predominantly lay one, it becomes quite understandable why the

first missionaries selected these texts for translation.

There is no space here to go into all the mles of conduct laid down

for bodhisauvas; suffice it to say that a high moral tone is maintained

throughout, whUe some sutras give evidence of an especially strong

preoccupation with ethics (e.g., the KP)- P^aps the most important

aspect of conduct dealt with, apart from the general practice of the

six perfections (see, e.g., DKP), i» the virtue of giving or generosity

(ddna), which is also the first perfection. This no doubt reflects-at

least in part-the economic basis of the Buddhist Order. As is

well-known, the householders give alms (in the form of food and

other material goods) to the bhiksus and bhiksums, in return for

which the latter bestow on them the 'gift of the Dharma

(dharmaddna), the merits of which are frequently extolled. This

fundamental exchange of material and spiritual support is often

celebrated at great length in dramatic passages describing dinners
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held by wealthy bodhisattvas for the Buddha and his followers (see

PraS,DKPtAjKV, CKT). The frequency of these passages illuminates

the social configurations of the Mahayana, as well as of Mainstream

Buddhism, which was its matrix.

In dealing with female followers of the Mahayana our texts

display the same ambivalence (or better, variety of attitudes) towards

women which is characteristic of Buddhism as a whole. On the

one hand the contribution of lay women to the upkeep of the Order

must have been important, while on the other hand women were

seen as a troublesome source of temptation and a constant threat to

the spiritual progress of men. In some Buddhist sources, as the

work of Diana Paul, Nancy Barnes-Schuster and others has shown,

the condemnation ofwomen reaches surprising degrees of virulence.

In Lokaksema's translations one does not find such extreme

misogyny, and there are in fact some rather positive messages, but

women are by no means admitted to full equality or treated with

complete even-handedness. Moral prescriptions relating to them

characterise their peculiar faults as fickleness and unreliability,

superstitiousness, love of seductive adornment, flirtatiousness and

so on, but at the same time they are able to enjoy most of the

benefits of the religion on an equal footing with men (note in this

connection the common use of the phrase 'sons and daughters of

good family...'). Women may conceive the aspiration to awakening

(bodhicitta) and thus become bodhisattvas, but before they attain

Buddhahood a change of sex is necessary (this problem is treated

in some depth in the DKP). An interesting detail in the AkTV is that

women who are reborn in Aksobhya's Buddha-field are promised
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completely painless childbirth there.

Lokaksema's translations provide evidence ofmany other items

of religious practice. Among them one may note the worship of

relics and texts enshrined in stfipas, the construction of images of

the Buddha (see Asta, PraS), the cults of other Buddhas like Amilabha

(see PraS) and Aksobhya (see AkTV}, and the cultivation of special

meditations or samadhis (see PraS, DKP, CKT, Sgs). Of great

importance in our texts is the veneration of the sacred word, both in

its written form, as an enshrined text, and—more commonly—in

the person of the 'preacher of the Dharma' (dharmabhanakd), a

figure whom we may identify with the compilers and disseminators

of Mahayana sutras. The readers or hearers of these sutras are

repeatedly exhorted to honour the 'preacher of the Dharma
1

from

whom they have obtained them, and to regard him or her as they

would the Buddha. There is a whole complex of ideas here, including

such concepts as 'great learning' (bahusrutya) and the 'good friend'

(kalyanamitra). All this is bound up with constant self-justification

and self-glorification: these sutras are indeed the true teachings of

the Buddha, despite all appearances and claims to the contrary, and

at every step one is reminded of the great merit to be derived from

reading, reciting, copying, preserving and imparting the texts to

others; the merit of memorizing a single verse from one of them is

said to outweigh that to be gained by filling entire universes with

jewels and offering them to the Buddha. The sutras are even

supposed to have talismanic properties, in (hat they render one safe

from thieves, poisonous snakes, death from fire and water, harass-

18 On the subject of attitudes to women see my 'Who Gets to Ride in the Great

Vehicle7.' pp. 76-79. Despite Paul's pioneer work, a fully satisfactory study of ihe

gender politics of Mahayana Buddhism remains to be written.
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ment by civil authorities, attack or possession by demons, drought,

hailstorms and other natural disasters (see PraS, AjKV, AkTV). The
reverse side of this coin is the frequent denunciation of the sutras'

detractors, described as immoral and perverse bhiksus who cast

doubt upon the authenticity of the Buddha's holy teachings and

wreak great spiritual harm on themselves and on others.

In this connection one catches glimpses of the Mahayana's

relationship with Mainstream Buddhism, which allegedly emphasises

the goal of personal release (i.e. Nirvana). The term 'Hinayana'

('inferior vehicle or way*) hardly occurs at all in Lokaksema's

texts—the usual designation is 'the way of the Hearers and the way
of the Solitary Buddhas' (sravakayana, pratyekabuddhayanah^bul

the fact that those who aim for Arhatship and Nirvana are pursuing

an inferior goal is nonetheless pointed out, and the chief disciples

of the Buddha, as representatives of this inferior dispensation, are

occasionally depicted in the most embarrassing circumstances (see

DKP, AjKV). At the same time it is accepted that the 'Hearers' also

have their part to play (see especially AkTV, where the sravakas of
Abhirati are described), and that all members of the Order are

worthy of respect, whatever their persuasion.

In their more philosophical passages Lokaksema's sutras have
much to say about the false views (from which spring the false

goals and practices) of their opponents—the main objects of attack

being false views about the existence of an abiding 'person* or

'self and about the existence of dharmas as independent entities.

These views are countered with the doctrine of universal emptiness

(sunyata), which in effect takes the Buddhist teaching of non-self

to its logical conclusion. Despite its abslruseness, the doctrine of
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emptiness is no mere theoretical postulate, but the very foundation

of the bodhisattvas' daily life, of their observance of morality and

their cultivation of meditation.

In this brief sketch of some of the major themes of Lokaksema's

texts many important topics have not been mentioned at all. Onty a

full and systematic study of the material will enable us to put every-

thing in proper perspective, to disentangle all the information relevant

to a particular subject and to isolate earlier and later developments.

Nor should we focus our attention solely on the doctrinal contents

of these texts, lest we remain blind to the colour and richness, even

extravagance, which characterise them as whole works. Reading

them today, one can well imagine the sense of discovery, excitement,

and perhaps even of alarm felt by those first Chinese converts to

Buddhism in the late second century, as they were suddenly whirled

into the exotic phantasmagoria of Mahayana sulra-literature.

ABBREVIATIONS

AjKV: Ajataiatrukaukrtyavinodanasutra (4)

AkTV: Aksobhyatathagatasyayyuhasutra (9)

Asta: Asiasahasrikaprajnaparamitasutra (1)

CKT: Ch'eng-cku kuang-ming ting-i ching (T 630; see 1 1

)

CSTCC: Ch'u san-tsang chi chi (T 2145)

DKP: Drumafdnnararajapariprcchasutra (3)

KP: Kaiyapaparivarta (8)

LAn: LoMnuvartanasutra (6)

PraS: Pratyutpannabuddhasammukhdvasthitasamddhi-sutra (2)

Sgs: Suramgamasamddhisutra (10)

T: Junjiro Takakusu & Kaikyoku Watanabe, eds., Taisho

shinshu daizokyo, 55 vols. (Tokyo, 1924-29)

TSC: Tou-sha-jing (5)

WWP: Wen-shU'shi'U wen p'u-sa-shu ching (7)
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A NOTE ON THE CONCEPT OF 'RUPA* AND

THE ORIGINS OF BUDDHIST ART

ftnnpa Pande

The present note essays a brief historical and hermeneutic

enquiry into the context of Buddhist metaphysical usage and its

relevance to Buddhist art and aesthetics". In pre-Buddhist usage,

rupa generally had the sense of perceptible form signifying

something beyond it, that is, it had the sense of an expressive

sign or symbol rather than a self-contained or self-sufficient sen-

suous form. Buddhist metaphysical usage, on the other hand,

appears to eliminate the sense of any invisible significance from

rupa and thus to downgrade it from the status of a symbol to

that of plain sensuous content or matter. Thus, 'form ceased to

be the revelation of a hidden divinity; it turned into corruptible

matter. This change of meaning from Vedic to early Buddhist

usage is apparently consistent with the so-called anti-meta-

physical tendency of early scholastic Buddhism. Nevertheless, it

must be emphasised that the vast development of art, poetry,

meditation and esoterism in the Buddhist tradition suggests that,

despite Abhidharmic metaphysics, the Buddhists never ceased to

be sensitive to the transcendental and imponderable significance

of what is given in experience. Perhaps it may remind one of

the current dissociation of sensibility between scientific empin-

, The idea of Buddhist .esthetic, to relatively new, see G.C. P-nd"

•Reflections on Aesthetics from a Buddhist Point of View ,
Buddhtst

Studies No.4. Journal of the Department of Buddhist Studies, Delhi Umverstty,

1977- and Anup. Pande, 'Buddhism. Theatre and Architecture (Intern.t.onal

Seminar. Research Institute of Buddhist Studies. Sarnalh. March 1989).
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cism and positivism, on the one hand, and existentialism and

surrealism in literature and art, on the other. While Buddhist

metaphysics deprecates rupa as corruptible, Buddhist religious

and aesthetic notions appreciate rupa as a symbol or mani-

festation.

Turning to the earliest usage in the Rk-samhita*. we see

that rupa is a visible form through which an essentially in-

visible deity expresses itself creatively. This mysterious creative

power behind rupa is called mayo. The higher correlate of

rupa is Vak or Dhi, 'seeing speech' or 'luminous idea*.

Vak alternating with dhi, is the power of making by wisdom
and truth, creating, fashioning of forms. This creative power is

superior to particular created forms, which not only reveal but

also conceal*3 . In the Brahmanas all rupas are said to belong to

the Divine Artificer who gained them from Fire. 'In other

words, all forms are originally contained in divine wisdom. The
forms which man perceives, thus, are not phantasms produced

by the senses or the mind but created things rooted in reality*
4
.

In the Upanisads, rupa is clearly a limited mode of mani-

festation. Thus the Katha elaborates the rupam rupam prati-

rupatf, the Chandogya mentions the three basic forms in which

2 Nabho na rupam jarima minati (1.7U0). Tvesam rupam krnute (1.95.8), Atra

le rupam uttamam apasyam (1.163,7). Viivam eko abhicasU iaclbhir dhrajir

ekasya dadrie na rupam (1.164.44), Ni may ino mamire rupam asmin (3.38.7),

Rupam rupam pratirupa babhuva tadasya rupam praticaksanayalIndro

mayabhih puru-rupa iyate (6.47J8), Sa Kavih Kavya Puru rupamdyaur iva

puiyali (8.415), Jananto rupam (10.123.4), Kavih Kavitva divi rupam asayat

(10.124.7), Ghosa idasya srnvire na rupam (10.1684).

3 G.C Pande, Foundations of Indian Culture ( (Delhi 1984), p324.

4 Ibid, p325.

5 Katha-upa, 2.69J0.

ISO

Pande — A Note on 'Rupa'

Being is manifested6
, the Brhadaranyaka speaks of the two

rupas of Brahman1
. As a manifestor rupa can be the medi-

tational door to the unmanifest essence of Brahman, though as a

limited mode it can be, along with nama, a delusive principle.

In the age of the Vedantas, rupa not only has the popular

sense of visible form and colour but also the abstract, scientific

sense of form as may be evidenced from Panini's Astadhyayr,.

Its use for 'representation* was popular enough for it to form

the common word for coins then beginning to be used.

Thus, when Buddhism first arose in India, rupa was used

not only in common discourse but also in specialised discourses

acquiring scientific and metaphysical senses. It signified visible

form, colour and shape, symbolic representation or image as in

meditation or coinage, abstract paradigm or form as in

grammatical theory, expressive or quasi-expressive mode as in

Upanisadic metaphysics, creative form or analogy as in poetry.

Of these, two meanings appear to have influenced Buddhist

usage most, viz., the popular and the Upanisadic. Popularly,

rupa was colour and shape, in Vedic-Upanisadic metaphysics,

the sensible stuff of the phenomenal world just as its correlate,

naman, signified the nameable or intelligent stuff of the world.

Together Name and Form, nama-rupa, signified the modal

aspect of reality*.

The Buddha is believed to have addressed his audience in

Magadhi, allowing them to remember his teachings in their own

6 Chandogya-upa, 6.4.

7 BrhadiTanyakB-upa, Z31

8 Astadhyayi. 3.125, 63.85; 1J.68.

9 Cf. Bt, 1.4.7.
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dialects
10

. As a genuine MagadhI Canon no longer exists and as

the surviving versions of the Canon post-date the Buddha and

thus represent a considerable period of development", there is

no hope of discovering the Buddha's own linguistic usage.

Nevertheless, the standardised usage in canonical writings may

be expected to have been fashioned out of an original usage not

too distant from the historical Buddha through a process of

philosophical definition.

It has been argued that originally the Buddhist usage of

rupa rested on its contrast with dhamma 12
. Dhamma was the

principle of supramundane and eternal reality. This use of

dhamma has been compared to the Upanisadic Brahman13
,

which naturally suggests that rupa should correspond to Upani-

sadic nama-rupa. In fact, in the ancient formula of the paficca-

samuppada, nama-rupa occurs as the 'support* of vihhana14
.

However, in the prevailing context of Pali Theravada, vihha-

na was subsumed in nama-rupa which was equated to the five

khandhas. At the same time, dhamma in the singular tended to

be used mainly for 'doctrine* while dhamma in the plural came

10 Vinaya, Cullavagga (Nalanda) 1956), p.229 — Anujanami. bhikkhave, sakaya

niruliiya Buddhavtiamarn pariyapmilum ti.

11 Cf. G.C Pande, Studies in the Origins of Buddhism (3rd ed., Delhi 1983),

pp.12-16.

12 On Schayer's view, cf. IHQ VU, Calcutta 1936.

13 W. Geiger, 'Dhamma and Brahman', Zeitschrift fiir Buddhismus III,

Munich 1921 Itr. for Dialogue IX, 1-3, Colombo 1982L See also his Pali

Dhamma vornehmlich in der kanonischen Liieratur, Munich 1920 (repr. in

Kleine Schriften, Wiesbaden 1973).

14 Eg. D, 15, S XII, 38-40.
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to stenify all impermanent elements or phenomena' 5
.

The

contrast between dhamma-dhatu and rupa-dhatu, however

remained. But the Upanisadic Brahman- ama-r«pa contrast as

one between eternal being and transient appearance ceased to be

paralleled by the dhamma-rupa / nama-rupa contrast Early

Buddhist thought exemplified by the^^^^T^
the transience of all empirical elements sought to be underwood

„ terms of an immanent causal law rather than of any trans-

cendent and eternal ground. Thus, rupa came to be understood

principally in terms of dhaiu (as world or realm of expenence),

ayatana and khandha. As dhatu, loka or avacara, .
stood be-

tween kama and arupa and signified the mutational worth of

the first three dhyanas" As ayatana pr sphere, ,t signify die

visible form of objects, Lb, colour and shape' As khandha it

signified forms of matter and material products .

Despite this diversity of usages, the sense of 'form' is

ubiquitous as proved by the Chinese translation of rupa by se

Si, is contrasted not with body but with formlessness

which is available in the meditational realms of empty space,

I h ngness, pure consciousness or borderline -nsci—
Thus, rupa appears to signify the determ.nate forms of matte

In^ma"e
P
r1ai

P
Sea As matter r&pa is l^l*^^

wholly equated to the five senses and the corresponding

sensibilia". Its defining characteristics are determinateness In

u tit. Pmhleme der buddhistischen Phiio-
15 Cf. O. Rosenberg, Die Frottieme aer

sophie (Heidelberg 1924), pJ83.

16 Abhidharmakosabhasya (Patna 1975), pp.20-1.

17 Ibid, pp.5-6,

18 Abhidharmakcsam 1 (Varanasi 1970), p30.
ru

19 E.g. Mahavyutpaui (Tokyo 1959>, W.E. Sooth.li. *«»""* <*""«

BuddHit, Terms (London 1937; rep, Taipei 1970. Delhi 1987). esp. p,220a.
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space and time ('It's here now'), and resistance, i.e., it is .sani-

darsana and sapratigha11
. Contrasted with this sensuous realm

is the non-sensuous realm of manas, dharmadhatu and mano-

vijrumadhdtu, as well as the eternal realm of the asamskrta.

Riipa, thus, is conceived as an instantaneous phenomenon
dependent on sensory activity. The conception of such instan-

taneousness, however, showed some metaphysical instability.

Since the phenomena are classifiable and recurrent, one was led

to postulate corresponding elements and characters (dharma-

svabhava, dharma-iakfana), but what then was the status of past

and future elements? Should not one distinguish the nature of

an element from its actual occurrence11? if the Sarvastivadins

tended to readmit substance through the back door, Sautrantika

iconoclasm prepared the way for the Vijnanavada demolition of

matter", Some kind of phenomenalistic idealistic reduction of

'matter' appeared unavoidable.

For the Upanisads, nama-rupa signified the fleeting ap-

pearance of what is eternally real. For the early Buddhists,

fleeting nama-rupa constituted the sole reality since they denied

what is not given in experience24. Nopalabhyate constituted for

them a sufficient disproof of any transcendent substance". This

was doubtless an effective move against the popularly satis-

20 Abhidhnrmakosa. 1.9.

21 Abhidharmakossbhiisya, pp.19, 24.

22 Cf. Th. Stcherbatsky, The Central Conception of Buddhism (London 1923,

repr. Delhi 1988).

23 Cf. Vasubandhu, VijnaptimaCrata-Viihiika, vv. 11-17.

24 Cf. A. Bareau. Les Secies bouddhiques du petit vehicute (Saigon 1955), p.137.

25 Th« is strikingly illustrated in the (CathavaUhu in Its debate against the

Puggalavida. See PTS ed. Vol.1, pp.1-69.
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fving basis for Buddhist religion and ethics. MoraUty demands a

conUnuing identity between work and desserts". Religious sal-

"rn'nceived as the simple annihilation of experience ajud

hardly attract many. It was natural, then, for the Buddhist

rd e on o centre around the adoration of the Founder himself.

Fa thTn he Buddha was one of the Three Jewels as attested by

Sa himself". Even though the physical body of the Buddha

was someXies declared as merely corruptible (putkaya) and

rmohasTs aid on his Doctrinal Body {dharmakayar.this did

rttmmend itself to all. Several sects reintroduced the trans-

cendent in some form or other. Among t^e may be men-

tioned the Mahasanghikas, Lokottaravad.ns, the CaUyakas^ete .

Among other things the Buddha was conceded as supra

mundane, constituted by pure elements-. His physical body

^o is pure and unlimited- ; it is in fact only appar.nonal, the

projection of human form. The dividing line between mind and

mater, cilta and rupa, seems to disappear. ^^b
ĥa

nirmanakaya" In other words, the material body <* «*"^
is not a corruptible substance but a mere form or appearance

26 The classical argument for continued identity is that it U njej« »

avoid the faults of trta.pranasa and akrtabkyagamah. Cf. MtUnd

pahha (Bombay 1940). pp.42-51.

27 Cf. Asoka's Bhabru Edict.
99-100; La

28 Cf. N. Dutt, Aspect, of Mahayam Buddhism (London 1930). pp.99 UW

Vallee Poussin. U Museon, 1913, PP25*"90-

£ , Monastic

29 See A Bareau. Us Sectes bouddhiques (.op. «i). N. Dull, tarty

IdJuZ «utta'mi rev. ed. 1971). G.C Pand, Bauddha Dharma Ke Vtkas

Ka Itihas (3rd ed„ Lucknow 1990).

30 Bareau, op. cit* ppSJ ff.

31 Ibid, loc. cit.
nirmanakaya (Princess of

32 Cf. M.M. Gopmath Kaviraj on the .dea ot mrma,

Wales Saroswati Bhavan Studies I. Benares 1922). pp.47-57.
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through which a supramundane Being manifests himself, The

Darstantikas explicitly visualised the possibility of rupa being

undefjled or anasrava". Even the Sautrantikas held that

rupa and citta are mutually bijas3*.

Rupa thus tended to be assimilated to citta and was
recognised as a possible vehicle for the manifestation of what

essentially transcended it. With the recognition that the

material body of the Buddha is not only an image projected by

him, the way is theoretically opened for the creation of the

Buddha image in art35. Although the metaphysics of several

early Buddhist schools tended to degrade rupa to merely

corruptible matter, the development of a devotional Buddhotogy

in the transitional schools to Mahayana discovered the symbolic

or significant aspect of rupa as manifestation, apparation or

image and thus contributed to the development of Buddhist

plastic art.

Dr Anupa Pande

Univ. of Allahabad

33 Bureau, op. cit, p,I60.

34 Ibid, p.158.

35 A.K.. Coomaraswamy has discussed the subject, see, e.g. his Figure of

Speech or Figure of Thought (London 1946).
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qi„rlr S Prehish

It has been nearly fifteen years since my booM^
Buddhism' was published. By design, it represented an initial

Effort to assessed understand Buddhism's progress
;

injaccu

-

tu a ng to an American environment. 1 concluded the fin*

Ition of the volume with a summary section cited A Tra-

ction of Misunderstanding: Two Buddhisms in Amenca. In my

u e of the term Two Buddhisms'. I was not trying to imply that

there were only two kinds of Buddhism in America, however

onceived, buf rather that there had been two compU dy

distinct lines of development in American Buddhism. The tint

^m of Buddhism, I argued, represented the»»£<*£
by essentially Asian American communities. CoUectiyely. they

emptied Lie Buddhist doctrines and P^^J^
which reflected sectarian peculiarities),^*ere ma kedly con

servative and presented a primarily stable cl,mate£r tf*r

members The second line of development inc uded those

^ps hat emerged shortly after the social and religious rel-

ation of the 1960s. At the time. I described these latterjouf*

a Tlashy. opaquely exotic, and "hip-. In many cases they

iSVji ^rsonal chansma£^^^1
dhist master for their impetus, often eschewing ^
doctrine and solid Buddhist practice in favour of so*-thing more

uproarious. Invariably, it was these latter groups that caught the

1 See Chiles S. Prebist, American Buddhism (Duxbury Press. North Scinme.

Mass, 1979).

2 Ibid, p.51.
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public eye, often arousing serious suspicion about the nature of

the obviously progressing Buddhist movement in America.

Nonetheless, I was by no means unsympathetic to the dilem-

ma faced by the modern American Buddhists of the time. I

referred to one of my favourite and temperate resources for as-

sessing forms of religiosity: Robert Michaelson's The American
Search for Soul. Michaelson suggested that, among religious

experiments in America, the ones surviving and having long-

lasting Influence would be 'those that can, on the one hand,

stimulate or elicit the power of spiritually transforming experi-

ence and faith and, on the other hand, channel that power into

disciplined action
13

. He went on to suggest just what was neces-

sary for such a result: 'What is needed is a combination that

holds in creative tension a number of seeming opposites; spon-

taneity and control, spirituality and practicality, ecstasy and
action, grace and morality, virtue and power, individuality and
community*4

. Certainly, none of this was beyond the reach of
any Buddhist group in America. In fact, in a rather extended
review of American Buddhism (and several other volumes)
Priscilla Pedersen said as much. She argued that emergent Bud-
dhism in America needed to preserve the authenticity of the
Buddhist tradition while making appropriate adaptations to a
new clientele in a new cultural milieu if it was to thrive on
American soil

5
. It was a position with which I concurred then,

and still do.

3 Robert S. Michaelson, The American Search for Soul (Louisiana State Univ.
Press. Baton Rouge, 1975). pp.27-8,

4 Ibid,

5 K. Priscilla Pedersen, Testure Book Review", Philosophy East and West 34,

1 (January 1984), pp.95-103.
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America, presenting^,lJJ**T .

, Dharma talks

scholar., i^rf^^Sr^MUr heard .he

at , number of American Buda ^^^^
phrase Two Buddh.Sms againrurn

n"1"^^^^.^ perhaps of a

(erred exclusively to ethmc A»» m̂' ,Sy •tadamenmnsf or

America, .o some extent »™d^h'^J£ Buddhism in-

•dogmatic' or 'devooonal by .« nvab^J> ^^
Cuded mostly m^.K^S«nmen. seeking' or even

WlectnaHy arrogant or^re ye I ^^ fl

•White Buddh.SK by <»**™*
[l Buddhist groups apparently

counterparts. Needless tot»* "JT .
[nie lineages

- ,nd au-

fel. that the, reP;^Jh.^n
'°

while the newer form of

thentie heritage of Buddtus teaehmg, w
tanov,tiorei u»t

emWCh:eX^ mplrl. for Buddhism, successful

rem'the"W^ At beat.The above is hardly reMec^of

Buddhis, tolerance -d—£ *££XV*o»*
o, --'erred mc»m °° each^ ^ ^^^
be gomg too far. I th.uk, .0

Tuck
,

s promineIlt

are .0 some extent true. As a ream, ^ wd^ dx.

book flud«M« Ctarcto * *«~:

££^oTmartve in .he

umems many of .he altitudes cued above as nor

large and <r^£££lEZ£>- kind of

becomes an important resource
'

>°
f Buddhism in

Buddhism in America. For the o her kind ot

America, one needn't look too far m the emerging popu

Edwin Mellen Press. Lewiston. New York. 1987.
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ture of American Buddhist culture. In the Winter 1991 issue of

Tricycle, Helen Tworkov editorialised that 'If we are to affirm

true pluralism we must accept that one person's practice is

another's poison* but that The spokespeople for Buddhism in

America have been, almost exclusively, educated members of

the white middle class*
7

. She goes on: 'Meanwhile, even with

varying statistics, Asian-American Buddhists number at least one

million, but so far they have not figured prominently in the

development of something called American Buddhism*8 . The

above statement provoked Ryo Imamura, an 18th generation

Jodo Shinshu priest and prominent member of Buddhist

Churches of America, to write in an unpublished letter (dated

25 April 1992) to the editor of Tricycle9 :

I would like to point out that it was my grand-

parents and other immigrants from Asia who brought

and implanted Buddhism in American soil over 100

years ago despite white American intolerance and

bigotry. It was my American-born parents and their

generation who courageously and diligently fostered the

growth of American Buddhism despite having to

practice discretely in hidden ethnic temples and in con-

centration camps because of the same white intolerance

and bigotry. It was us Asian Buddhists who welcomed

countless white Americans into our temples, introduced

them to the Dharma, and often assisted them to initiate

their own Sanghas when they felt uncomfortable prac-

7 See Helen Tworkov, 'Many is More'. Tricycle 1, 2 (Winter 1991), p.4.

8 Ibid.

9 Shared with me in a personal correspondence from Ryo Imamura

dated 10 January 1993

ddn
We

i

As^n Buddhists have hundreds of temples in

the United States with active practitioners of all
;

agj

ongoing educational programs that are both Buddhist

and interfaith in nature, social welfare projects
.

everything that white Buddhist centers have and per-

haTmore It is apparent that Tworkov has restricted

^erican Buddhism* to mean 'white American Bud-

dhism', and that her statement is even more misleading

han one claiming that Americans of co or did not

figure prominently in the development of Amencan

history.

Additionally and curiously, a tally of Tricycled highly inter-

^fnrfeature 'What Does Being a Buddhist Mean to You?

SteT t^of the forty-seven«^;E5-^
publication's beginning (and through Winter 1992), thirty-seven

are Caucasians.

The problem being described, however, is even more com-

pliJed than i« seem, Much of .his *—-"J jf££
updated, third edition (1992) of Rick Fields H°Z^

eJ^
Came ,o ,he Lake". In .« absorbing chapter on The (tag*

„f the Guard' (pp.359-80), he points out that while it is barely a

muryTnctZ importantMhM*£**££
in rhicMo in 1893, (as noted above) more than a million

An^rica^e^u!themselves as^J^%£$
as America continues to present a virtual haven endangered

Buddhist lineages from Asia, the entire Buddhist landscape of

10 See Rick Field. How .* *« <*« « * Uto tShambha.a, Boston.

3rd ed„ 1992).
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traditions and sects is now present on American soil. This is

both exciting and perilous. Amidst what Fields calls the 'cross-

lineage and cross-cultural borrowing', the problems of continuity

are exacerbated. Despite actually making a reasonable case for

North America as a 'melting pot* for American Buddhism, Fields

takes the contrary position, noting that the effort would be a

case 'of the whole amounting to less than the sum of its parts'".

He thinks Buddhism in North America will continue to be plu-

ralistic, and while he sees this circumstance as one of great

opportunity, through dialogue and exchange, it is also filled with

serious problems . . . ones going far beyond ethnic funda-

mentalism or intellectual arrogance. Most observers or

investigators of the current American Buddhist scene would

probably agree that generalisations are either altogether im-

possible or just plain foolish. Nonetheless, at the very least, any

serious and careful examination of the 'Two Buddhisms* in

America would necessarily include, in addition to the issues al-

ready cited, concern for a consideration of the monastic sangha

versus the laity, the role of women in American Buddhism, the

abuse of power and authority by some Buddhist leaders, and the

role of 'socially engaged Buddhism*. We can only consider some

of these matters here.

Peter W. Williams, in his (1990) book American Religions,

identifies three categories to describe the way Asian religions

impact on America: (1) 'ethnic religions', or those practised by

Asian immigrants and, to an extent, by their descendants, (2)

'export religions*, or those popular among well-educated, gener-

ally intellectual Americans, and (3) 'new religions', or those

developing in consonance with the process outlined by Jacob

11 /Wrf, P370.
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a „.h^ and often as revolutionary outgrowths of

Needleman and others, ana ouen
threefold desig-

^ligions cited in theM ™£g£j Xpologist Robert

nation is to some *W~ "»«
£J£J and HitUe traditions*".

Rcdfield's categories of great *«*°™
of the iiterate and

The great traditions refer to <^'°™ ^^ ^ Httle

elite. They are tei*^«j££
they are p^lar ex-

traditions 72^^ leSS thr°Ugh *?
pressions of ^^^Xough family values and community

and scholars and more t"™^ > . understanding eth-

practice. Williams' ^TZdl^cL ches of America, as

nic Buddhist groups «c*^^^ religion*, while iden-

.mtle^^^^^^^ religions', part of the

tifying Zen and Tl^f™£ an
.

dite Buddhism in America,

•great tradition', and represents an e
Unks the on.going

To some extent, oneW^£^n which they make the

access of ethnic ^»g^ to the degree
^ ^^

transition from^pas t^ *
n0 simple task either. To

Americanised. And he knows t
geographic re-

become American means more than to e b
American

locationto the horizontal m.dsect^n of the No
^

continent, or even»*^^^ •**** l**
the fuller sense, >t means becoming a ^ ^^ m
tinctively American way of living and[too* g ^
Its own'". Additionally, accul«£K» ^XJ and

„ see *m W. Wllll.~ i-*~ ****»' *"" " ^

r~-Z^Zfi?*—* - ptasm society <univ '

Chicago Press, Chicago I960).

14 Ibid, p.430.
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to force proverbial square pegs through round holes.

One of the great challenges facing the American Buddhism
of today encompasses finding a means of reconciling the vastly
different emphases of ethnic Buddhist and exported Buddhist
groups. No doubt the circumstance is complicated by enormous
misunderstandings on both sides of the issue. In the August 1991
issue of Dharma Gate, a newspaper publication of the One
Mind Zen Center in Crestone, Colorado, editor Hye Shim (Sarah
Grayson) Se Nim wrote";

'Buddhism is coming to us from many cultures. Each
come with their own understanding mixed with in-

digenous elements of that culture. We can be Buddhist,
but we cannot be Tibetans, Japanese, Korean, Sri
Lankan, Burmese, etc. For us as Westerners to create a
Buddhist culture at this time, it has to resonate with
our experiences as Western people. So, what does apply
here? The earliest Buddhists here maintained Buddhism
strictly as an ethnic bonding and did not expect or
make it possible for Westerners to become a part of it
That can't work for Americans*.

Such an approach is both inaccurate and frightening. It also
reflects a serious misunderstanding of the early Asian-American
Buddhist endeavour. Worse yet, based on her assumption that
shamanism and Buddhism have been linked in a variety of
cultures, including Asia and America, the editor makes a rather
passionate plea for endorsing shamanism as the vehicle to

15 See Dharma Gate I, 2 (August 1991) p.2.
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vreate a rich and integrated Buddhist culture in the West''
8

tTc orob em is significantly more complicated than she

imagines Because 'he believes that The authoritarian and

hTerarchical systems that were imported with Japanese Bud-
nierarcnicai *y>

Americans and in a

dhism have never meshed very wen w i

effectively

very short time began to seem obsolete
1

,
she has ««"«£

Hminated the possibility of^.'^^X*
groups from participating in her vision of a th iving Amencan

Buddhism. Ryo imamura, however points out ** *»* ™
equally problematic in non-ethnic American Buddhism. He

notes that
18

:

White Buddhists treat their teachers like gurus or living

Buddhas whereas we Asians regard ours to be fallible

human beings who represent an honored tradition and

not themselves. White Buddhist centers nse and fall

dramatically like ocean waves whereas Asian temples

seem to persist uneventfully and quietly through

generations. White practitioners ^'^Heath
psychotherapy, on their cush.ons .n ^^
struggle with the ego whereas Asian Buddhists just

eemta smile and eat together. It is clear that, although

hey may adopt Asian Buddhist names, dress and

Innerisms. white Buddhists cannot help
,

** rag£*
Judeo-Christian identities and shadows with them

wherever they go.

R„her than presenting a negative verdiet. Imamura stresses

16 ibid.

17 Ibid.
.

18 Imamum, unpublished letter to TncycU.
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positive prospects for the future: This certainly makes for an
exciting and dramatic new form of Buddhism'".

There are other predicaments too. Don Morreale published

more than 300 pages of (essays and) listings of American Bud-
dhist groups in his Buddhist America: Centers, Retreats, Prac-
tices20

, yet every single listing is of a meditation group or
temple Does this emphasis reveal a subtle, unspoken prejudice

which inherently presumes non-meditative groups to be, at best,

unworthy of citation in an American Buddhist compendium, and
at worst, not really Buddhist? Morreale even notes that many
of the ethnic meditation temples didn't respond to his ques-
tionnaire, and he ponders whether it was motivated by 'con-

viction that their principal duty is to their own ethnic consti-

tuencies'11.

The Introductory essay in Morreale's book, 'Is Buddhism
Changing in North America?', was written by Jack Kornfield,
well-known co-founder of the Insight Meditation Society,
identified by Rick Fields as one of the 'men who care'. Near
the end of his essay, Kornfield says something extraordinary":

As Buddhism comes to North America, a wonderful
process is happening. AH of us, as lay people, as house-
holders, want what was mostly the special dispensation

of monks in Asia: the real practice of the Buddha.
American lay people are not content to go and hear a

19 Ibid.

20 See Don Morreale (ed.), Buddhist America: Centers, Retreats.
Practices (John Mulr Pubs, Santa Pe, New Mexico, 1988).

21 Ibid, pjcxL

22 Ibid, pjtxv.
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sermon once a week or to make merit by leaving gifts

at a meditation center. We, too, want to live the

realizations of the Buddha and bring them into our

hearts, our lives, and our times. This is why so many

Americans have been drawn to the purity of intensive

Vipassana retreats, or to the power of Zen sesshin, or

even to the one hundred thousand prostrations and

three-year retreats of the Vajrayana tradition. Somehow

we have an intuitive sense of the potential of human

freedom and the heart of basic goodness, the timeless

discovery of the Buddha.

Aside from a rather restrictive definition of the term American,

which I don't share, and the presumption that all American

Buddhists are lay disciples, which I equally don t share,

Kornfield seems to be rather clearly excluding anything non-

meditational from the real practice of the Buddha. In doing

so, he seriously underestimates the nature, import and efficacy

of* Pure Land Buddhism, for example, in a cavalier fashion.

One would be wrong to presume the above to be a one-

sided argument. In a recent letter to the editor of Tricycle,

Venerable Dr Havanpola Ratanasara. Executive President of the

American Buddhist Congress in Los Angeles, wrote2*:

About 'The Changing of the Guard', this article doesn't

really hit the mark for me. The impression I get is that

the author wants the reader to believe that the con-

clusion (that American Buddhism puts an emphasis on

householder instead of monk, and the community in-

stead of monastery) is representative of all or most of

23 See 'Letters to the Editor', Tricycle 1. 4 (Summer 1992), p.TT.
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what is going on in American Buddhism. This is not so,

even among Western-born . . . The criticism made

about the Buddhist order of monks in general is in-

accurate and impolite. It tends to include, by asso-

ciation, all the Sangha, while overlooking the contri-

butions made by the Bhikkus [sic] and their monasteries.

When questioned about the above letter, in a telephone

conversation of 12 January 1993, Dr Ratanasara indicated to

me that Mr Fields not only had a limited understanding of

the Buddhist tradition, but that his book on American Bud-

dhism presented a prejudiced viewpoint in not recognising

the importance of the Theravada tradition in America.

More specifically, he maintained that 'secularization will not

work' in American Buddhism. He argued for Buddhist

communities to work under the guidance of monks, and

that the Vinaya need not be altered at all, or new com-

mentaries constructed, in order to confront ethical circum-

stances in changing times and cultures, but decisions of the

'Sangha as a community of monks' would be offered to ad-

just and introduce new accommodations in the traditional

manner of katikavatas or codes of conduct for the com-

munities so that they live in conformity with the Vinaya,

When queried as to whether non-ethnic American Buddhists

were currently joining the monastic community in sig-

nificant numbers, he mentioned that one person in Virginia

had recently become a bhikkhu! Regarding the relationship

between ethnic and non-ethnic American Buddhists, he said

the issue was 'irrelevant', that acculturation would 'happen

automatically' as American Buddhism matured. He also

said that White Buddhists needed more time to study and

understand the core teachings of Buddhist cultures and tra-

ditions, and to stop coming to 'hasty' conclusions. Dr
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Ratanasara concluded by telling me that Los Angeles was

the most important Buddhist centre in the United States,

and that additional American urban areas were now model-

ling themselves on the Sangha Council of Southern Cali-

fornia.

Other examples abound. At the 1987 Conference on

World Buddhism in North America, held at the University

of Michigan, Eleanor Rosch reported that one American

Theravadin samanera said 'Make Theravada monastic.sm

workable in this country. Please. We need it for the purity

of the teachings. If you don't, the teachings will turn into

something else. They will turn into Ram Dass. They will

turn into therapy. I'm seeing it happen™. This latter quote

is just as scary as the citation from the Dharma Gate edi-

torial. The conference, however, did affirm a 'Statement of

Consensus' designed to foster affirmation of a common

Buddhist heritage and cooperation between all American

Buddhist groups. In a truly ecumenical spirit, it affirmed :

(1) to create the conditions necessary for tolerance

and understanding among Buddhists and non-

Buddhists alike.

(2) to initiate a dialogue among Buddhists in North

America in order to further mutual understanding,

growth in understanding, and cooperation.

(3) to increase our sense of community by recog-

nizing and understanding our differences as well as

24 Eleanor Rosch, 'World Buddhism in Norlh America Today
1

.

The Vajradhatu Sun 9, 1 <OcL-Nov.l987>. p.S.

25 See The Vajradhatu Sun, op.cii, p.28.
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our common beliefs and practices.

(4) to cultivate thoughts and actions of friendliness

towards others, whether they accept our beliefs or

not, and in so doing approach the world as the

proper field of Dharma, not as a sphere of conduct

irreconcilable with the practice of Dharma.

The 'Statement of Consensus' of the Conference on World

Buddhism in North America seems to imply a different opera-

tive model than the one suggested by Peter Williams, and is

better identified in terms of what Robert S. Ellwood, Jr. has

called established religion and emergent religion26. Established

religion doesn't appeal to a religious elite, arguing that ordinary

folk can attain religious truth and experience. Further, estab-

lished religion locates the pursuit of ultimate reality firmly

within the context of one's traditional community, cognisant

that religion as practised by the 'little tradition' is sufficiently

devout for religious attainment. What makes it established is

its constancy, its rejection of what is radical, its duration. In

Ellwood's words, it implements 'the normative values of the

community*27
. He maintains that established religions are both

international and intercultural. Emergent religion generally ap-

pears during changing times. It reflects an uncertainty about,

but orientation towards, the future. It usually chooses and em-

phasises something new and innovative from the established

religion that serves as its foundation. It often focuses its

attention around a charismatic leader who brings new members

26 For a discussion or this topic, see Robert S. Eliwood. Jr.. Introducing

Religion from Inside and Outside (Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 2nd

ed., 1983), pp.140-54

27 Ibid, p.143.
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into the fold. Emergent religion can be further categorised into

(1) 'intensive' emergent religion and (2) 'expansive* emergent

religion. The former group tends to withdraw from the

mainstream of society to intensify its religious practice (usually

drawn from within the context of established religion). An

example of this type of group would be the Amish. The latter

group also withdraws from society but, unlike intensive religion,

its intent is to establish what it is, to infuse established religion

with new ideas, new practices, new approaches that make it

applicable to a new setting. It is not at all unusual for emergent

religions to become established religions within a couple of

generations. This process reflects what Max Weber called the

'routinization of charisma'. Thus, Shinran's Jodo Shinshu is an

example of emergent religion becoming established. It is quite

possible to see Buddhism in America in this light. Some Bud-

dhist groups, such as Buddhist Churches of America and various

Theravadin communities fit the description of established

religion. The remainder of Buddhist groups (including, for

example, various Tibetan and Zen groups, or Nichiren Shoshu)

could easily be referred to as emergent religions, moving at

various speeds, governed by factors such as secularisation and

the like, towards status as established religions. In this way all

American Buddhist groups fit properly under the Buddhist

umbrella, no group more or less valid than any other.

In the nearly two decades that I have been writing about

Buddhism in America, I have consistently argued that since the

vast majority of Buddhists in that country were members of the

laity, for Buddhism to be truly American, it would need to

address the dilemma of tailoring the major emphasis of

Buddhist practice to lay rather than monastic life. Initially, the

suggestion was rather widely and aggressively attacked by what

seemed to me like most of the Buddhist groups in America.
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The substance of the critique presumed that I ignored
I

the

monastic sangha, the very basis and foundation of Buddh t

community life. Of course 1 did nothing of the k ml I s.mp

y

aTnowledged what Buddhists in Asia have recognised for mo e

tha"mo millennia. Most practitioner, for an enormous var e y

of enUre* valid reasons, cannot make the full and corn^ete

commitment to the rigorous practice assorted w.A monasuc

life That doesn't mean we should ignore the monasuc trad, .on

o exclude It from American Buddhist life, but rather that we

; ov del context for a.i Buddhists in America to practise m

fashion appropriate to their choice of approach. In so doing, we

lou^d s mpiy be following, and perhaps adapting an As.an

Buddhist model predicated on the notion *-"^£^3
been more members of the laity than members of ^monastic

tradition but that both endeavours needed to be affirmed and

2£S for the successful development of*«—
life Such an approach has not always been clear in the popula

rature In Spring 1992, the Tricycle editorial observed that

• uTnow ours is not predominantly a Buddhism of removedS: H is out

P
of robes, in the streets, in *ns_

workplaces, and homes™. The editorial closed with th.s remark.

Thi Tddhist history is steeped in monasticsm our own

democratic traditions compel us to share the burden of scarf

nroWems-. For some Buddhists in this country monastic and

ohe wTse the above comments may be perceived as highly m-

, mmaSy. possibly even reflective of a ^ction o the enure

monastic vocation. To be sure, American Buddhism might

28 See Helen Tworkov. The Formless Field of Benetton. Tricycle 1. 3

(Spring 1992). pA
29 Ibid.
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* fin. ^mewhat the nature of the symbiosis between the two

^
nlTnlnt Vroups of the Buddhist Sangha, but neither

eXrZ^ everZ disparaged by the other. In Morris

9 8 voTume, Jack Kornfield called the same P-ccss tnte-

,-rLrl alone with demoralisation and feminism, con-

Xi^VtZ*** themes in North American B£

dhSm" £>> -ithin a decade, many writers, mostly identified

ti h non-^nic American Buddhism, had begun to echo my

oC sentiment. No one, however, has made the argument so

^uentlv and with such awareness of the complexity of the

2 L Wta Gross in her utterly brilliant book BuddHism After

PaMarchfK Gross recognises that what she refers to as

SLticism after patriarch/,^^T^^^J^
viial archetypes ^^^f^^^^Z^c
models for meaningful lay life ,

must l0T**
dj

paradigms that are androgynous and free of prejudice or dis

imina.ion" The movement to a truly post-patnarchal monas-

nSi U I 1^ as threatening to traditional Buddhism in

Asia a t the conflict between the Two Buddhisms in

America, as outlined above, and of course Gross argues pe-

fu^vely for an androgynous lay Buddhism as well. Add -5 Gross identifies addresses and validates the emphas*

StSo Buddhists who are trying to^"J"^^
lifestyle that incorporates both monastic and lay features into

serious, rigorous Buddhist practice.

Associated with the struggle to redefine community life in

30 Kornfield. in Buddhist America, pjcv,

31 See R)u M. Gross, Buddhism After Patnarchy (Stale Un.v. of New

Press. Albany, N.Y, 1993).

32 IUI. pp.240-9.
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American Buddhism, accommodating both ethnic and largely

non-ethnic groups, is a new emphasis on active expressions of

compassion as perhaps the major component of a revitalised

Buddhist ethics that has been called 'socially engaged Buddhism*.

In an interesting new book entitled Inner Peace, World Peace33
,

Kenneth Kraft, the editor, provides an interesting survey chapter

in which he chronicles many of the activities collected under

the above rubric, such as the founding of the Buddhist Peace

Fellowship in 1978, Thich Nhat Hanh's many significant en-

deavours in North America, the Dalai Lama's efforts and, most

importantly, the growing body of literature that has accom-

panied the effort Kraft shows how socially engaged Buddhism

in America has utilised well-known methods of social action in

that culture: voter mobilisation, letter writing campaigns, volun-

tary charity work, tax resistance, product boycotts, and so forth.

What is most puzzling here is that one of the major foci of

socially engaged Buddhists in the West consists of providing aid

and support to ethnic Buddhist groups, both here and in Asia,

while, with few exceptions, ethnic Buddhists in America seem

not to be specially active in the movement.

A creative commentary on Buddhism's attempt to renew its

commitment to generating and practising a revitalised, value-

orientated ethical life is the development of Thich Nhat Hanh's

'Order of Interbeing', the successor to Vietnam's Tiep Hien

Order. It tries to provide a creative (even experimental) in-

dividual and collective methodology for the application of

Buddhist principles to today's world. The major thrust of the

33 See Kenneth Kraft (ed.), Inner Peace, World Peace: Essays on Buddhism

and Nonviolence (State Univ. of New York Press. Albany, N.Y., 1992), and

especially pp.1-30.
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•rouo Is to practise the traditional five vows of the laity, in

Sine ion with fourteen additional precepu Unit amphfy and

ramentThe values underlying the original five. Moreover

NhaTHanh has struck a careful balance between med,tat.on.

Naming and political activism, emphasising each activty as

"y influencing. In so doing, both ethnic and ron<thmc

AmerJ" Buddhist groups are provided with an agenda for ac«-

£?£ benefits .» Buddhists Despite its clever use of what

Ss calls 'cross-cultural borrowing' and gemnne pouamal for

,„ honourable rather than poH«°»'y «*« 7''™''°™
,

American Buddhism, this approach has not been un.formly

accepted.

One of the most fruitful approaches to understand!ng
;

the

attitudinal differences between ethnic and «£**« ^££
Buddhists can be extracted from Kraft's work in Inner Peace,

WoTkace. He suggests that Buddhists in Asian and Third

Word countries are often engaged in a senous **&£!<*

^ical and cultural survival. He notes that 'Those>,solved «

such conflicts typically have little .merest in the theoretical

imolications of nonviolence or the latest innovations in

^tXXst practice-. Most Western Buddh^have never

shared that tragic experience; it's a form o ^ suffering,

they-vc

never experienced. Yet their teachers have. Chogyam

Znm'sBorn in Tibet remains a chilling ^stament to the

fallout of a world filled with suffering. Th.ch Th,en-ans_ work

with Vietnamese refugees both before and f™**m£
Saigon documents how suffering sometimes fosters what one

writer called 'the exigencies of a major transplants of human

34 Ibid, p.24.
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beings to a totally new environment™. Irrespective of whether

the individual teacher is Jiyu Kennett or Maezumi R°sh.,

Shinzen Young or Havanpola Gunaratana, Karuna Dharma or

Ryo Imamura, Sharon Salzberg or Tarthang Tulku they all

might come to manifest the most creative sort of eclectic

ecumenieism that provides the potential for understanding and

growth rather than misunderstanding and divis.veness in

American Buddhism. It is their legacy that provides hope and

potential for "Two Buddhisms in America' to coalesce to grow

and mature into an 'American Buddhism', valorising the notion

that, in Helen Tworkov's words, 'There is no one way to be a

Buddhist*
1*.

Charles S. Prebish

The Pennsylvania State University

(Numata Visiting Professor,

Calgary University, Fall Semester 1993)

35 This statement was made by Lenore Friedman.

36 Tworkov, 'Many is More', p.4.

COMMENTS ON *IS EARLY BUDDHISM ATHEISTIC?

BY DAVID J, KALUPAHANA

L. M. Joshi*

Here I shall confine my observation to the early Buddhist

conception of religious truth, although my statements concerning

Buddhist doctrinal points are based on memory.

The most important religious term and the most funda-

mental philosophical concept of the Buddhist tradition is

Dharma/Dhamma. Unfortunately, however, Prof. Kalupahana

does not even mention this term in his analysis of the early

Buddhist attitude towards the conception of 'Ood*. 'unseen order',

or 'divinity'. In our opinion, in any discussion of the Buddhist

attitude towards God, one cannot afford to ignore a con-

sideration of the role of the notion of Dharma in Buddhist

religious life and thought. In view of this, we are constrained

to say that the conclusions arrived at by Kalupahana are hasty

nd questionable.

The notion of Dharma constitutes the core of Buddhist

religiousness and thought. One can say that Dharma offers us

an alternative to God; Dharma does not perform the functions

of God; but it certainly functions, has functioned for more than

twenty-five centuries, as the Buddhist alternative to God. It is

n the light of the Buddhist notion of Dharma that one can study
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* Delivered at the Second East-West Religions in Encounter Conference,

Jniversity of Hawaii. Honolulu, Jsnauary 1984.
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and appreciate the Buddhist attitude towards God, Unseen Order,

or Creator Lord of the world.

There is no doubt that Buddhism is an atheistic or non-
theistic system of religious thought. The history of Buddhist
religiousness is monumental historical evidence of the existence

of a great world religion without having a theory of a God-
creator. Buddhism does not teach belief in the existence of God
as the creator and governor of the universe. On the other hand,

it shows that a theistic conception of ultimate Reality or su-

preme Truth is not enough. In other words. Buddhism shows
that ultimate Reality cannot be conceived in theistic terms only,

that there can be and is a non-theistic perspective also, as valid

or reasonable as the theistic one.

The Buddhist word for ultimate Truth or supreme Reality is

Dharma, If the word God is one of the several symbols of this

Reality, which is essentially transcendental and ineffable, then

one can say that Dharma and God are interchangeable words.

However, if the word God is the personal name of the Creator
and the ruler of the universe, then the Buddhists have been
clearly indifferent towards him.

It is a well known fact that in the ultimate sense Dharma is

another name of the Buddha and the Buddha is not different

from Buddhahood or Nirvana/Nibbana. Here we would like to

quote an important observation by Edward Conzz;

'We are told that Nirvana is permanent, stable,

imperishable, immovable, ageless, deathless, unborn, and

unbecome, that it is power, bliss and happiness, the

secure refuge, the shelter, and the place of unassailable

safety, that it is the real Truth and the supreme Reality;

that it is the Good, the supreme goal and the one and
only consummation of our life, the eternal, hidden and

Joshl - ComminU on 'Is Early Buddhism Atheistic?'

incomprehensible Peace.

Similarly, the Buddha who is, as it were, the per-

sonal embodiment of Nirvana, becomes the object of

all those emotions which we are wont to call religions

(Buddhism: Its Essence and Development, p.40).

It has been said that Dharma is also one of the names of

Nirvana. In this sense Dharma is the object of the highest

knowledge which is identical with Enlightenment or Buddha-

hood U is in this sense of ultimate Truth or supreme Reality

that Dharma is revered and adored by devout Buddhists. It is in

this sense that Dharma is called the excellent refuge (saranam

varum). All Buddhists take refuge in this Dharma.

The Pali scriptures identify Dharma and Buddha. He who

sees the Dharma, sees the Buddha <yo dhammam passati so

Buddham passati). It is not the human Buddha who is identi-

fied with the Dharma. It is the Tathagata, the Transcendent

One, who has gone beyond the stages of divinity (deva) and

humanity (manussa) and has reached the wholly other sphere,

the Abode of Excellent Peace (santi vara padam), who is iden-

tified with the Dharma. In one of his discourses, the Buddha

clearly says that he is not a man or a god, but a Buddha The

Tathagata is also called Dhamma-bhuta or Truth-embodied,

Brahma-bhuta or Holiness-embodied', Nana-bhuta or Know-

ledge-embodied', and so on. The word 'Brahma' in this context

means the Holy or the Sacred, that is to say, Brahma in this

place is a name of Dharma. The Suttanipata identifies brahma-

cariya with dhammacariya. The epithet Brahma-bhuta does not

have any Brahmanical overtones; it is purely a Buddhological

epithet like Siti-bhuta, Nibbuta etc

It is unfortunate that Kalupahana has misunderstood not

only the meaning of Brahma-bhuta as an epithet of the Tatha-
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gata, but also the position of gods in the Buddhist theory of the

sentient world. His translation of Brahma-bhuta as 'become

Brahma' is wrong. The Buddha is far superior to Brahma and

all the other gods; he is called the Teacher of gods and men'

(sattha deva manussanam). Indra or Sakra, the lord of gods,

and Brahma the great god, are his devout servants. In one of

his former births, the Bodhisattva had been born as Brahma.

The Buddha, however, is the Enlightened One, the Seer of Truth

(Dhamma- dassl), Knower of the world (Lokavidu\ Giver of

Immortality (Amatassa-data), and one who has attained the

Supreme Purification (anuttara-visuddhi). To say that the

Buddha has 'become Brahma* is not only erroneous but also

blasphemous.

None of the gods is free from the cankers (asavas); one of

the characteristic achievements of the Buddha is that he is free

from the cankers. The Buddha knows all the gods, their past

and future destinies, he knows all the heavens where different

classes of gods live. But he knows much more than this; he

knows the Dharma and is in possession of the Peace that

passeth understanding. None of the gods knows where the four

great elements, viz. earth, water, air and fire, cease; but the

Buddha knows where these elements cease (see DTghanikaya, 11).

It is true that the gods mentioned in Buddhist texts are good

and moral beings; they are more powerful than human beings.

But they are not perfect beings; all the gods are subject to the

law of karma; all of them are still in Samsara; they have to

practise the Holy Eightfold Path and they have to perfect them-

selves in the Triple Training if they want to achieve ultimate

Release (vimutti). In view of the above picture of the position

of gods in Buddhist cosmology, it is not correct to say that

Brahma, Indra and other gods mentioned in early Buddhist texts

represent the idea of that 'divinity' or 'unseen order' which
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William James had in his mind. For he talks of the supreme

good' which consists in our harmonious adjustment to the

•unseen order'. Man's supreme good, according to early Bud-

dhism, consists in achieving Nirvana/Dharma and not in becom-

ing one of the gods living in one of the heavens.

'

It is worthy of remark here that Buddhism also teaches the

existence of an 'unseen order'. The name of this 'unseen onto'

is also called Dharma. Dharma in this sense means the order ot

law of the Universe which is said to be everlasting and im-

manent This order of law is not created by any god nor is it a

command of the Buddha. Whether or not the Tathagatas appear

in the world, the firm order of law (dhamma^hmta) or the

regulative principle (dhammaniydmata) continues and operates

in the universe without any interruption. An example of this

functioning of the universal order of law or Dharma is that all

compounded or conditioned things or elements are charac-

terised by impermanence, suffering and selflessness. Another

example of this order of Dharma is taught in a verse of the

Dhammapada (v.5): 'Hatred is never appeased by hatred in this

world; it is appeased only by love; this is an everlasting.law

is perhaps possible to suggest that this aspect of the
(

Dharma «

comparable in some degree to the 'unseen order of which

William James talks.

Prof Kalupahana has in his paper referred to the principle

of 'dependent origination' (paticcasamuppada) which the

Buddha discovered in the course of his Enlightenment. This

principle of 'dependent origination' is also an aspect of the

Dharma/Dhamma. Its knowledge is called dhamma-nana

Kalupahana translates dhamma-nana as 'knowledge through

experience' and says that what James called 'knowledge of

acquaintance' is comparable to this 'knowledge through
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experience*. It is very difficult for us to accept this translation

and the parallel drawn by him. The knowledge of the principle

of dependent origination is nothing less than the highest

knowledge which results in ultimate Release. The Buddha

described this principle as the supreme Truth (dhammo) which is

'profound, difficult to see, difficult to understand, quiescent,

excellent, beyond discursive reasoning, subtle and knowabie only

by the wise* (Mahavagga I, 5.ii). The Pali phrase dhamma-

-nana means 'knowledge of the Truth'. James' conception of

'knowledge of acquaintance' can hardly come near the Buddhas

knowledge of the Truth. ^ Mmi Joshi

EDITORIAL NOTE

Ekottaragama Translation

Owing to the fact that we have experienced some problems in

obtaining a reliable (both from the time and the translation

itself points of view) French version of this important work we

have decided that in future it will appear in English, translated

by Ven Huyen-Vi in collaboration with the assistant editors.
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Translated from the Chinese version by

Thich Huyen-Vi

in collaboration with

Sara Boin-Webb and Bhikkhu Pasadika

Seventh Fascicle

Part 17

Anapanalsmrti] (a)

1. 'Thus have I heard. At one time the Buddha was staying in

Sravasti, at the Jeta Grove, in Anathapindada's Park. Then, in

time, the Exalted One put on his [outer] robes and took up his

alms-bowl. Entering the city of Sravasti, he was followed by

Rahula. Caring for the latter, he turned to the right and looking

back, said: Now, Rahula, you must contemplate form as being

impermanent. — Certainly, Exalted One, replied Rahula, form is

impermanent. - O Rahula, the Exalted One went on to say,

feeling, perception, formative forces and consciousness — they

are all absolutely impermanent. — Again Rahula responded:

Certainly, Exalted One; feeling ... and consciousness — all are

impermanent. - Now Venerable (bhadanta) Rahula thought to

himself: For what reason {kirnkarana) am I being cared for

while just reaching the city? And why is it that on the way the

Exalted One admonishes (avavadati) me? Now I ought to

1 See T 2. 581b29 ff. and its Japanese translation at Hayashi. pl24 ff; cf M
I, 420 ff. (Maha-Rahulovadasuua>. IB. Horner, Tke Middle Length Sayings II,

91 ff.
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return to my place; no need to enter the city and beg for alms-

food. — So, midway on the spot. Venerable Rah u la returned to

the Jetavanavihara1 , and with robes and alms-bowl, he pro-

ceeded to the foot of a tree and sat down cross-legged (pary-

ahka), straightening body and mind. Fully concentrated and

with one-pointedness of mind (cittaikagrata), he contemplated

form, feeling, perception, formative forces and consciousness as

being impermanent. Meanwhile, the Exalted One had finished

begging for alms-food in Sravasti and, after his repast at the

Jetavanavihara, he took his walking-exercise (cankramana). In

the course of time he came to the place where Rahula was to

be found and addressed him as follows: You should practise

[mindfulness of] breathing (andpanasmrti). If such is your prac-

tice (dharma) all sorrow (sokasamjna) you may experience is

bound to be completely left behind. You are still in the grip of

worldly ways3 and muddled thinking. Covetousness (lobha) and

attachment (anunaya) have to be eradicated. Now, Rahula, you

should cultivate friendliness (maitrl) in your heart. You have

already cultivated it, but any dislike (dvesa), any aversion (pra-

tigha) still in existence — an end has to be put to all that once

and for all. O Rahula, you must also cultivate a heart [full of]

compassion (karuna). You have surely cultivated it, but even

the slightest [tendencies towards] cruelty (vihimsa) in your heart

have to be wiped out You must further cultivate a heart [full

of] sympathetic joy (mudita). [Although] you have already done

so, you must [persist in your practice in order to] cleanse your

heart totally of jealousy (trsya). O Rahula, do cultivate equa-

2 After Hackmann, p.67.

3 Lit. kumargtr, for j£ THV reads 2^

.
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nimity {upeksaf. You have certainly been doing so [but

continue cultivating it] so as to extirpate conceit (mana) and

arrogance (mada).

Thereupon the Exalted One addressed these verses to Rahula*

Eschew once and for all attachment to views and

Always follow [instead] the Teaching wholeheartedly.

He who is endowed [due to Dharma practice] with [insight-J

Knowledge will therefore be held in esteem everywhere

Holding [aloft] for mankind the torch of wisdom (vtdya),

One will dispel the darkness [of delusion] and [thus]

Be deeply respected by gods and nagas.

[This is the] proper [way of] venerating one's Master.

Thereupon the bhiksu Rahula, in reply to the Exalted One,

uttered the following verses;

I will not be attached to views and will

Always follow the Teaching. {T 2, 582a]

Being endowed with [insight-]knowledge [due to

Dharma practice], [I will] thus be able [really] to venerate

the Master.

Having given his instruction, the Exalted One left and went

back to his own quiet room, whilst Venerable Rahula was won-

dering how one would practise [mindfulness of] breathing aban-

don [vain] thoughts and overcome all sorrow. Then Rahula rose

from his seat and went to the Exalted One's whereabouts On

his arrival, he bowed down his head at [the Exalted Ones] feet

and sat down at one side. Presently (muhurtenal he rose again

and asked the Exalted One: How does one practise Imind-

fulness of] breathing, abandon [vain] thoughts and overcome all

4 LiL the Chinese corresponds to araksacUlo, 'a mind given to protection".
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sorrow? How does one obtain as sublime result (mahaphata)

the taste of deathlessness (amrtarasa)! - The Exalted One re-

plied: Well said, well said (sadhul Rahula! You are indeed

capable of asking this question and thereby 'roaring the lion's

roar' (simhanadanadin) in front of the Tathagata: How does one

practise [mindfulness of] breathing ... the taste of deathlessness?

Now, Rahula, listen attentively and take heed (srnu sadhu ca

susfhu ca manasi'kuruf The time has come for me to elucidate

and give you details (nir-dis). - Just so, Exalted One, rephed

Rahula. While Venerable Rahula [joined his hands as a token

of reverence] to receive the Exalted One's Teaching, he was

given the following instruction:

A bhiksu intent on a quiet, secluded and really lonely place

[goes there], sits down cross-legged and straightens body and

mind. Concentrating on the tip of his nose without letting men-

tal proliferation (nanaiva) arise, he breathes outs a long [breath]

and is fully aware of it; breathing in* a long [breath}, he is fully

aware of it; breathing out a short [breath], he is fully aware of

it; breathing in a short [breath], he is fully aware of it;

breathing out a cool [breath] . . , breathing in a cool [breath]

.

breathing out a warm [breath] . . . breathing in a warm [breath],

5 Cf, for instance; Mahavyut. 6215.

6 le aivasaprasvasa which, according to the Chinese EA means exhalation

and Inhalation'; also the St Petersburg Sanskrit dictionary and Monier Will.ams

take praivasa to mean 'inhalation'. In general. Pali scholars translate the

dvandva compound as 'inhalation and exhalation', whilst pundits in Thailand

understand il the other way round. In the Index to the AbMdharmakoia-

bkasya by A. Hirakawa (Tokyo 1973). however, the Tibetan and Chinese

versions of the Sanskrit compound corroborate the interpretation of the

majority of scholars: 'inhalation and exhalation'. See F. Edgerton's interesting

entry in his BHSD, p.UO.
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he is fully aware of it. He contemplates the whole bodily [pro-

cess of] inhaling and exhaling
7 and is fully aware of everything.

When there is breathing he is fully aware of its presence, and

when there is no breathing he is also fully aware of its absence.

In the event of breathing out conditioned by the mind, he is ful-

ly aware of it; and in the event of breathing in conditioned by

the mind, he is again fully aware of it. In this way. Rahula, one

can practise [mindfulness of] breathing and thereby abandon all

thoughts of aversion and confusion (vikfiptasarnjna), over-

come all sorrow and thus obtain the taste of deathlessness as

sublime result.

When the Exalted One had imparted his subtle Teaching

(sukfmadharma) in some detail to Rahula, the latter rose from

his seat, paid his respects at the Buddha's feet, circumambulated8

[the former] thrice and left. Rahuta went to the foot of a tree

in the Andhavana9
, sat down cross-legged and straightened body

and mind, concentrating on the tip of his nose without letting

any redundant (adhika) thoughts arise. Breathing out a long

[breath], he was fully aware of it; breathing in a long [breath],

he was fully aware of it; breathing out a short [breath] ... a

cool [breath] ... a warm [breath] .... he was fully aware of it.

He contemplated the whole bodily [process of] inhaling and

exhaling and was fully aware of everything. When there was

breathing ... and no breathing he was also fully aware of its

absence. In the event of breathing out . . , breathing in

conditioned by the mind, he was again fully aware of it.

7 Here, contrary to the foregoing, the succession of the respiratory process is

reversed. Cf. n.6.

8 I.e. pradaksina; see Soothill. p!69a: "turning or processing with the right

shoulder towards an object of reverence".

9 Cf. DPPN I, lllf.
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Then Rahula wisely reflected (manasi-kr) thus: A mind full

of attachment subsequently set free from tali passions] is clean-

sed (nirmukta) of all that is karmically unwholesome (akusala).

He [entered and] remained in the first absorption (dhyana) in

which there is thinking, deliberation (savitarka, savicaraV and

mindfully experiencing joy (priti) and happiness (sukha) Upon

the cessation of thinking and deliberation, he [realised] perfect

inner quiet and perfect concentration (adhydtmam sampra-

sada, cetassa ekotlbhavar. He [entered and] remained in the

second absorption in which there is neither thinking nor de-

liberation, yet mindfully experiencing joy [born] of concen-

tration (samadhija). Then perfectly mindful, after the cessation

of joy (nisprltika), while experiencing just that physical well-

being {sukhaw ca kayena pratisamvedayatiy
1 which the Noble

Ones experience (upa-labh) with equanimity' \ complete

satisfaction (paritosa) and mindfulness, he [entered andj

remained in the third absorption. When he had gone beyond

(prahana)" pleasure and pain and was rid of sorrow, he [entered

and] remained in the fourth absorption which is free of both

suffering and happiness and utterly pure [because of] equanimity

and mindfulness.

With the help of this concentration, his mind became

utterly pure and was rid of flaws (rajas) and blemishes (dosa),

while his body was exceedingly supple (mrdu). He recognised

places from the past and remembered what he had previously

10 See Mahivyui 1478,

11 Ibid, 1479.

12 Ibid, 1480.

13 Cf. n.4.

14 See MahavyuL 1481.

done He vividly (dravyatas) recognised his [former] abodes

during incalculable aeons. He also remembered former _cx s-

.ences (jati) - one, two, three, four, five, ten, twenty, th.rty

fort? fifty an hundred, a thousand, ten thousand, severa

hundr'ed thousand previous lives, a period of evolution and of

destruction [of the world] (vivar«r, samvartakalpa\ innumer-

able periods of evolution and destruction, hundreds o^rmll^

incalculable aeons. [He remembered:] I was born and had such

"nd such a name, belonged to such and such a lineag,, had such

and such food, experienced such and such pams and pleasures,

had [such and such] long and short lifespans. There I d.ed, here

I was reborn; here I died [again] and was reborn there. -

With the help of this concentration, his mind was utterly

pure and rid of flaws, blemishes and ail fetters fr«*W™«;

Furthermore, he [directed his] mind to the knowledge of beings

coming into existence. With the purified and immaculate

'divine eye' (divyacaksus) he saw [many] kinds of beings -how

they are born and how they die He understood in accordance

with fact {yathabhutam) that [beings] are good-looking, ugly,

well-destined or ill-destined - depending respectively on the r

good and bad behaviour (carita) and deeds (kjta). [He under-

Led that] on the one hand, there are beingsjho^ bodily

vocally and mentally misbehaved, insulted the Noble Ones, held

al views, performed actions determined by false views and

who at the breaking up of the body and after their death have

gone to hell (narakal that, on the other hand there
,

„
,
bemj.

who bodily, vocally and mentally behaved well, did not msult

the Noble Ones, always held right views, performed ac ions

determined by right views and who, at the breaking up of the

15 Cf, ibid, 207: piirvanivasanusmrli-jAana.
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body and after death, have gone to a good, a heavenly world

(sugati, divyam). This [superknow Iedge (abhijM) of his) is

called the purified and immaculate 'divine eye' [thanks to which

he] saw [many] kinds of beings . . . [and thanks to which hej

understood in accordance with fact that [beings] are good-

looking . . . depending respectively on their good and bad

behaviour and deeds.

Moreover, he directed his mind to effect the destruction

(k?aya) of the mind's malign influences (asrava). He realised

and knew in accordance with fact: This is unsatisfactoriness

(duhkha); he realised and knew in accordance with fact the

origin (samudaya) 1 * of unsatisfactoriness, its final cessation

(duhkhanirodha) and what has necessarily to be done (avasya-

karya) in order to overcome unsatisfactoriness
17

.

By dint of such penetrating insight (vipasyana), his mind

was freed from the malign influences of desire (kamasrava), of

becoming {bhavce) and of ignorance {avidyaP). Having realised

[ultimate] freedom (vimukti), he gained the [insight-Jknowledge

of this freedom and knew in accordance with fact: Birth and

death have come to an end, the holy life (brahmacarya) has

been lived, what had to be done has been done, and there will

be no more coming into existence.

At that time Venerable Rahula became an Arhat18 and,

16 After Hayashi. who reads jfe for ^f .

17 I.e. duhkanirodagamini pratipad: the path leading to the final cessation of

unsatisfactoriness,

18 According to the Pali tradition, at the end of the Cula-Rahulovadasutta

(M III, 277-80; S IV. 105-7), Rahula's becoming an Arhat is mentioned (see

Malalasekera II, 737-40); an account of his realisation of three kinds of

superknowledge (abhijna), viz. remembrance of former existences, the "divine
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after his realisation of arhatship, he rose from his seat, adjusted

his robes and went to the Exalted One's whereabouts. [There]

he bowed down his head at [the Exalted One's] feet, stood to

one side and said to the Exalted One: [My] aspirations have

come true: the eradication of all malign influences. - Then the

Exalted One said to all the bhiksus [present]: Among ail those

who realised arhatship, none is like Rahula. For what reason?

As far as the eradication of malign influences is concerned,

there is the bhiksu Rahula [who has achieved itj and in respect

of observing rules and of being given to training (Msal there

is again Rahula [who excels]. All previous Tathagatas and

Perfectly Enlightened Ones, too, had this bhilcsu Rahula [as their

son]", and it was the bhik$u Rahula who was anxious that he

should be called 'son of the Buddha* who himself, following the

Buddha, reached the ultimate goal (dhartna). - Amongst my

disciples, the Exalted One went on saying to the bhik?us, the

foremost among those capable of observing the rules of training

is the bhik§u Rahula20 .
- Then the Exalted One uttered these

verses:

[If one] conscientously [observes] the rules of moral training

One will perfect all one's spiritual faculties (indriya).

One has to [develop them] step by step until one reaches [the

eye' and eradication of all malign Influences, U not, however, given either at

M 1, 420ff. or at the above place*. For a parallel to Rahula's abhijAas. cf. for

instance, M 1, 22f. (Bhayabheravasutla). I.B, Horner, op. cit. I, 28f.; cf. also

Nyanaponlka, Buddhist Dictionary (revised ed.), Colombo 1956, pJ2f.

19 As for Rahula's being mentioned, not as having been the son of 'all

previous Tathagatas', but the son of the Bodhisalta referred to in numerous

Jatakas, see DPPN H. 739ff.

20 Cf. A 1, 24: Etad aggam bhikkhave mama savakanam bhikkhunam

sikkhakamanam yadidam Rahula,
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ultimate goal}

Completely ridding oneself of all fetters. —

Having listened to the Exalted One's words, all the bhiksus

were pleased and respectfully applied themselves to practice,'

Abbreviations

All Pali texts are quoted according to the Pali Text Society

(PTS) editions

A - Ahguttara-Nikaya (PTS).

BHSD = F. Edgerton, Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit

Dictionary, New Haven 1953.

DPPN = Dictionary of Pali Proper Names by O.P.

Malalasekera, 2 vols, London 1937-8.

EA = Ekottaragama, T 125

Hackmann = H. Hackmann, Erkiarendes Worterbuch zum

chinesischen Buddhismus, Chinesisch-Sanskrit-

Deutsck, ed. by J. Nobel (6 fascs., a-ch'a-ch'a -

ni-shi-t'an), Leiden 1951-4.

Hayashi = Japanese translation of the Ekottaragama:

Hayashi Goro (Goho), Kokuyaku Issaikyo,

Agon-bu B, Tokyo 1933, repr, 1969, p.124 ff.

M = Majjhima-Nikaya (PTS).

Mahavyut Mahavyutpatti, ed. R. Sakaki, 2 vols, Kyoto 1926.

S = Samyutta-Nikaya (PTS).

Soothill = W.E. Soothill, L. Hodous, A Dictionary of

Chinese Buddhist Terms, London 1937.

T = Taisho Shinshu Dahokyo or Taisho tssai-kyo,

100 vols, Tokyo 1924 -.

THV = Thich Huyen-Vi (his emendations or comments).
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NEWS AND NOTES

fi
Kjiihitinns nn Central Asian Culture

1. National Museum, New Delhi, 21 March - 11 April. Included

were two lectures in honour of Sir Aurel Stein given by

Prof. B.N. Mukherjee (University of Calcutta) and Krishna Deva,

Retired Deputy Director General, Archaeological Survey of India.

2. 'Lost Empire of the Silk Road* — Fond azione Thyssen-

Bornemisza, Lugano-Castagnola, 25 June - 31 October. 70

examples of Buddhist art from Khara Khoto dating from the

Ilth-13th centuries, rediscovered in 1908 and housed in the

Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg. Includes a rare two-headed

Buddha.

3. 'Buddhism in Upper Central Asia from 1st to 10th century* —
Mus6e Ouimet, Paris, September-November.

4. *In the Steppes of Genghis Khan*. Art and Artefacts from

Mongolia — The October Gallery, London, 6 May - 19 June,

Lectures.

1. Prof. Y. Karunadasa (Postgrad. Inst, of Pali and Buddhist

Studies, Kelaniya, Sri Lanka) gave a rare series of twelve

public lectures on Theravada Buddhism at the School of Oriental

and African Studies (Univ. London) from May. The first six

were based on the Nikayas with the remainder based on the

Abhidhamma.

2. Eric Cheetham will be the main speaker in a unique series

of public lectures on Chinese Buddhism. Part I will

comprise twenty talks at the Buddhist Society, London, every

other Wednesday from 13 October at 6.30pm. The course spans
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Catalogue, Berkeley 1979.

= Madhyamagama, T 26.

= Suttanipata (PTS)

Sanskrit-Worterbueh der buddhistischen Texte

aus den Turfan-Funden, begun by E. Wald-

schmidt, ed. H. Bechert, compiled by G.v. Simson,

M. Schmidt, S. Dietz, J.-U. Hartmann, Gottingen

1973 ff.

CORRECTIONS - EKOTTARAGAMA XV (BSR 10, 2 1993)

p.215, n.4.: for araksacitm read araksadtta.

p.216, 1.16: for ndnatvd read nanatva.

p.218, 19: for cetassa read cetasa.

p220, n.17: for duhkhanirodagamini read duhkhanirodhagamint,

p.222, 1.17: for ni-shi-t'an read ni-shih-t'an.

p.222, L20 for 'Agon-bu B' read Agon-bu 8*.
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SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

We are delighted to welcome on to our Advisory Committee

Charles S. Prebish, Associate Professor of Religious Studies,

Pennsylvania State University.

Prof. Prebish has agreed to act as our North American

treasurer and editorial representative. To facilitate payment of

subscriptions in US$, he has opened a bank account in the name

of Buddhist Studies Review and invites American and Canadian

readers, as well as others who would prefer to pay in US$, to re-

new or commence subscribing by sending their remittance to

him at The Pennsylvania State University, Religious Studies

Program, 108 Weaver Building, University Park, PA 16802-5500,

USA. (Annual subscriptions are $11.00 for individuals or $19.00

for institutions.)

In his capacity as our editorial representative, Prof. Prebish

will collate publishable material for BSR. North American

contributors of items on 'mainstream' Buddhism (i.e. the broad

HInayana tradition and early Mahayana in India, Central Asia

and China) are asked to submit their typscripts or computer

print-outs to him at the above address for perusal.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Dear Sir,

May 1 respond briefly to Laurence Mills's comments on my

abridged translation of the Majjhima Nikaya, not out of any

general wish to quarrel with a fair-minded review, but because

one of his points perfectly illustrates the unique pitfalls of these

texts in a way which warrants further examination.

In Discourse 26 there are virtually identical passages cover-

ing Gotama's period of tutelage under, first, Alara the Kalama,

and then Uddaka Ramaputta. However, at the end there is a
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ultimate goal}

Completely ridding oneself of all fetters. —

Having listened to the Exalted One's words, all the bhiksus

were pleased and respectfully applied themselves to practice,'
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(PTS) editions
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Hackmann = H. Hackmann, Erkiarendes Worterbuch zum
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ni-shi-t'an), Leiden 1951-4.
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Prof. B.N. Mukherjee (University of Calcutta) and Krishna Deva,

Retired Deputy Director General, Archaeological Survey of India.

2. 'Lost Empire of the Silk Road* — Fond azione Thyssen-

Bornemisza, Lugano-Castagnola, 25 June - 31 October. 70

examples of Buddhist art from Khara Khoto dating from the

Ilth-13th centuries, rediscovered in 1908 and housed in the

Hermitage Museum, St Petersburg. Includes a rare two-headed

Buddha.

3. 'Buddhism in Upper Central Asia from 1st to 10th century* —
Mus6e Ouimet, Paris, September-November.

4. *In the Steppes of Genghis Khan*. Art and Artefacts from

Mongolia — The October Gallery, London, 6 May - 19 June,

Lectures.

1. Prof. Y. Karunadasa (Postgrad. Inst, of Pali and Buddhist

Studies, Kelaniya, Sri Lanka) gave a rare series of twelve

public lectures on Theravada Buddhism at the School of Oriental

and African Studies (Univ. London) from May. The first six

were based on the Nikayas with the remainder based on the

Abhidhamma.

2. Eric Cheetham will be the main speaker in a unique series

of public lectures on Chinese Buddhism. Part I will

comprise twenty talks at the Buddhist Society, London, every

other Wednesday from 13 October at 6.30pm. The course spans
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five centuries, covering pre-Buddhist Chinese society and the

per- sonalities who introduced and 'established* Buddhism. Part

II (commencing October 1994) will comprise approximately

fifteen talks and spans a further three centurioes, during which

Bud- dhism was transmuted into distinctive Chinese forms and

left a legacy of influential schools of thought and practice —
Tien-t'ai, Hua-yen, Ching-t'u and Ch'an.

'Some parts of this tremendous story will display striking

similarities to the entry of Buddhism into this [Ed. or, indeed,

into any Western] country ... the Chinese experience offers

instructive models of the pitfalls and potential solutions to the

difficulties of cross-cultural transmission which is being engaged

in here and now'.

Buddhist Cultural Centre

This new centre claims to supply 'almost all your religious

needs* in the form of texts, secondary literature, magazines and

audio-visual materials (although no catalogue is mentioned in

the initial publicity leaflet). , It is situated at 125 Anderson Road,

Nediwala, Dehiwala, Sri Lanka.

New BPS catalogue

The Buddhist Publication Society, a specialist publisher on

Theravada Buddhism, has issued its new descriptive catalogue

for 1993-4. A copy of this 60-page catalogue will be sent upon

request. While the catalogue itself is free, a contribution of

US$1.50 (or its equivalent) to cover the cost of air mail postage

would be appreciated. Write to: Buddhist Publication Society,

P.O. Box 6L Kandy, Sri Lanka.
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Obituaries

AndrA3aieail (31 December 1921 - 2 March 1993)

The death of Emeritus Professor Andre Bareau aged 71 marks

the end of a special period of Buddhist studies.

Of Protestant stock, Bareau was born in Saint Mande

rval de-Marne) and pursued Oriental studies at the Sorbonne

Ider the supe vision of two of the most qualified tutors of his

S £ Sgist, Paul Demise, and^f^Z
Piiiinzat During the Occupation he was a school teacher out

fheX (iVv) he was awarded diplomas in Philosophy andM and, in 1951, gained his doctorate for a transit™ cf

'he Dhamtnasahgani - the firs, book of the Abh.dh.mma

Phak
His formal career as an Orientalist began in 1947 in the

canac y of research assistant at the Centre National de la

Reehe che Scientifique. In 1956 he was appointed Dtrector o

Stul in -Buddhist Philology' (- a position—-£«££
him) at the Sorbonne, from where he retired in 1973, but wo

yel earlier he occupied the Chair of Buddh-s. Stud.*
,

a, *e

College de France, where he remained unttl las. year. He ato

directed the Centre de recherche sur PAsie centra* « la Haule-

"suceession ,„ the Tibetologis, HA Stein. Over a
,
period

of thirty years he travelled extensively in India Nepal. Sr.

Unka. Thailand and Cambodia exploring their Buddhist sdes

His vast output of literary contributions to an understanding

of early Buddhist doctrine and history and an appreciation of

the value of the relevant source materials spanned a period ot

„o less .ban forty years. As with his near contemporaor and

k^ spirit in Beigium, Mgr Etienne Utmotte. he emphasised
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the necessity of presenting his arguments by reference to the

original texts in their earliest recensions — Pali, Sanskrit and

Chinese. Of all his works, however, three stand testimony to his

industry and devotion: Les premiers conciles boud-

dhiques (1955), Les secies bouddhiques du Petit Vehicuie (1955)

and Recherches sur la biographie du Bouddha dans les Sutra-

pitaka et les Vinayapitaka anciens (2 vols, 1970-1). Intended for

more popular consumption, he also compiled an anthology of

translated texts on the life and teaching of the Buddha, En
suivant Bouddha (1985).

Of a modest and quiet disposition, Prof. Bareau lived in the

bosom of his large and close-knit family in the Paris suburb of

Sceaux. One may mention another very human quality: his great

love of cats! He will be sadly missed but, conversely, will live

on in his works which doubtless will inspire a new generation

to specialise in his chosen field of studies.

Jan Ergardt (d. 23 December 1992)

Until his untimely death, Dr Ergardt lectured on the History of

Religions at Lund University. In 1970 he obtained his doctor-

ate for a study of 'Buddhtsmen i Vasterlandet: Undersokning av

engelsk buddhism under 1900-talet' ( — 'a survey of the history

and ideas of . . . Buddhism in England' based on the contents of

The Buddhist Review, Buddhism in England and The Middle

Way). His major writings took the form of two monographs

published by Brill, Leiden: Faith and Knowledge in Early

Buddhism. 'An analysis of the contextual structures of an

arahant-formula in the Maj- jhima-Nikaya
1

(1977), and Man and

His Destiny. The Release of the Human Mind. 'A Study of Citta

in Relation to Dhamma in some Ancient Indian Texts' (1986).
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BOOK REVIEWS

£18.99

.•< •-„ .n <*e another translation of the Majjhima

'' if-

m"SLy
, » Lo" Sirs, has teen reprinted by the

Nikaya. The first, By uwo ^^ by , B
lndi,n Book Centr., De!h, O vols » ^ rf ft H,

nC^nf— has attendJ-**^
m„ch aboYeviatet.^£^£Zf£mJ«*
in the lntrodoet.on. No-one who h*sr ^

They have enabled 152 discourses occupy *

Horner's translation, to be ^"'^.^^lent better

ber of pages. Some ™™™«^ZZ^ treatment;^ ^MZS^^S 5S -cePt a jungle

the essential material is ctoraw 6 ^ ^^
of verbiage, useful for oral repetition hut ^ rf

More discursive.uttas, howev ,-^^^ Dut thc

my favour.tes, No.56. No
:

on^

a

^ m ^
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transmission is really taking place, there is an even greater

abundance of it than in texts, one example being the following;

The golden sun, on a frosty nigfu,

embroiders on windows with a silver thread

a secret message beyond grasp.

The answer to all questions is simply around us in every-

thing, not for the taking, but just for looking:

What is life?

What is death?

Swallows chirp in flight.

So let us rejoice that one more country can now live in

freedom and peace and that people there can freely choose their

own path to truth (i.e. dhammapada).

Karel Werner

CORRECTIONS - Review of Sanskrit-Worterbuch der bud-

dhistischen Texts aus den Turfan-Funden (BSR 10, 2, 1993)

p.234, 1.21 for kramenanyajanmataresv read kramenanyajan-

mdntaresv.

p.235, 1.4: for 'pleonastische' read 'pleonastisch'.

p.236, 1.1, p.237, 1.2: for aranyaka(s) read aranyaka(s).

p.236, 1.8: for 'words' read 'word'.

p.236, n.3: for ^ read ^ .

p.237, 1.10: for gentivus read genitivus.

p.237, 1.11: for 'Hindernisses' read 'Hindernisse'.
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Publications Received

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED

Dhammapada, Lao-French-English, (Bangkok 1990), from the
Buddhist Relief Mission, Nara, Japan;

Cestak k Pravde (Dhammapada in Czech), it. K. Werner
(Prague 1992>,

Dhamma-padam Put ispravnosti (Dhammapada in Serbo-Croat),
tr. C Veljacic (Zagreb 1990>,

Vajracchedikaprajndparamitasutra, comprising Zaya Pandita's

trans, from Tibetan into old Kalmyk, A.V. Badmaev's trans.

into modern Kalmyk and V.P. Androsov's trans, from
Sanskrit into Russian (Elista 1993);

A Comprehensive Manual of Abhidhamma. The Abhidham-
mattha Sangaha of Acariya Aruruddha originally ed. & tr.

by Narada Mahathera. Gen. Ed. Bhikkhu Bodhi (BPS, Kandy
1993);

Abhidharmakosa III (in Russian), tr. E.P. Ostrovskaya and VI
Rudoy (St. Petersburg 1993), from EA. Tortchinov;

Nagarjuna's Nitisastra (in Bulgarian), tr. A. Fedotov (Sofia 1992>,

Sa-skya Pandita's Treasury of Aphoristic Jewels (in Bulgarian),

tr. A. Fedotov (Sofia 1992);

The Life of the Buddha, Patricia E. Karetzky (Univ. Press of

America, Lanham, MD, 1992);

Le Bouddhisme, Peter Harvey, tr. from English by Sylvie

Carteren (Ed. du Seuil, Paris 1993>,

Entering the Stream. The Companion Volume to Bertolucci's

film 'Little Buddha', ed. Samuel Bercholz & Sherab Chodzin
Kohn (Rider, London - Shambhala, Boston 1994>,

Paths to Liberation. The Marga and its Transformation in

Buddhist Thought. Ed. Robert E. Buswell Jr, & Robert M
Gimello (Univ. of Hawaii Press, Honolulu 1992},
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the necessity of presenting his arguments by reference to the

original texts in their earliest recensions — Pali, Sanskrit and

Chinese. Of all his works, however, three stand testimony to his

industry and devotion: Les premiers conciles boud-

dhiques (1955), Les secies bouddhiques du Petit Vehicuie (1955)

and Recherches sur la biographie du Bouddha dans les Sutra-

pitaka et les Vinayapitaka anciens (2 vols, 1970-1). Intended for

more popular consumption, he also compiled an anthology of

translated texts on the life and teaching of the Buddha, En
suivant Bouddha (1985).

Of a modest and quiet disposition, Prof. Bareau lived in the

bosom of his large and close-knit family in the Paris suburb of

Sceaux. One may mention another very human quality: his great

love of cats! He will be sadly missed but, conversely, will live

on in his works which doubtless will inspire a new generation

to specialise in his chosen field of studies.

Jan Ergardt (d. 23 December 1992)

Until his untimely death, Dr Ergardt lectured on the History of

Religions at Lund University. In 1970 he obtained his doctor-

ate for a study of 'Buddhtsmen i Vasterlandet: Undersokning av

engelsk buddhism under 1900-talet' ( — 'a survey of the history

and ideas of . . . Buddhism in England' based on the contents of

The Buddhist Review, Buddhism in England and The Middle

Way). His major writings took the form of two monographs

published by Brill, Leiden: Faith and Knowledge in Early

Buddhism. 'An analysis of the contextual structures of an

arahant-formula in the Maj- jhima-Nikaya
1

(1977), and Man and

His Destiny. The Release of the Human Mind. 'A Study of Citta

in Relation to Dhamma in some Ancient Indian Texts' (1986).
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these discourses.

This approach can also gloss over difficult passages, often

ones where a profound teaching is given, as is the case with No.

18, It would appear that the translator has not consulted the

treatise by Nanananda, Concept and Reality (BPS, 1971) on the

difficult word papahca. The PTS Dictionary does this word less

than justice but it is on this that the translator has depended, for

we find it rendered by 'obsession/obsessive'.

Though the translator claims that this is a new version

based on the PTS text and though he acknowledges help from

Horner's translation, there are places where his work seems like

a precis of The Middle Length Sayings. A case in point is

found in No.26. In this sutta Horner has made a mistake, one

which was reproduced by the BPS in their Wheel series. The

Bodhisatta's two teachers do not treat him in the same way,

though Horner and Evans have them do so. Nanamoli's

translation is correct and differentiates them according to the

Pali text: 'Thus Alara Kalama, my Teacher, placed me, his pupil,

on an equal footing with himself, and awarded me the highest

honour. . . Thus Uddaka Ramaputta, my companion in the life

divine, placed me in the Teacher's place and accorded me the

highest honour'.

It seems that Evans' work must be rated as a partly new
translation, albeit the English he uses is not always the most

elegant. Admittedly, it is a constant temptation to fall into

'Palicised' English, as Horner did frequently. I find Nanamoli

much more readable, while Evans' work lacks some of the

interesting words and constructions that Nanamoli abbreviates

only moderately, and a different result must be expected from

such radical cuts as we have here

Examples of infelicitous renderings are 'Exemplar' for

tathagata and "not a liver of the good life' for abrahma-

Book Review)

cariyaka, though even this is better than the 'non-Brahma-farer'

fHorner. Nanamoli's life divine* for brahmacanya has much

t0b<

This

d

book "will be a good introduction to the Majjhima

Nikaya and perhaps cause those who want to study it in greater

depth to take up the Pali text and read it in the original.

Laurence Mills

jbUUautttkl, The Buddha's Sayings•£. Jobn D. Ireland.

Buddhist Publication Society, Kandy 1991. 123 pp. */•»

After enjoying the new Udana translation which Ireland pro-

duced in 1990 (BPS), 1 was delighted that he continued to use his

translating skills to render this text also. We are much mdebted

for his hard work in turning these two 'minor books into

readable English. A comparison with the Pali Text Society s old

translation will reveal what a great improvement he has

wrought with both accuracy and style.

The legend is that these short suttas, 112 in all, represent the

collection of the Buddha's teachings repeated by Khujjuttara, a

woman servant to SamavatT, one of King Udenas queens. In

those days high caste women generally and queens in particular

had little freedom to attend teachings personally. Samavat. was

fortunate that she had a servant so devoted to the Buddha

Ireland remarks: 'Whether or not this story is true . .,
and well

might he do so. Every sutta is addressed to bh.kkhus, not even

one to a layman, let alone a laywoman. One may hazard an

opinion that Samavati would have been in trouble trying to

practise, in the midst of sensual Indian court life, the advice

given to forest-dwelling monks. Though the content of some of
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these discourses would be appropriate for the householder's

existence, many of them would not increase the harmony of

family life. The Buddha, who knew the minds of others, would

have known that Khujjuttara repeated teachings to her mistress

but, according to this collection, he never addressed the needs of

women in a royal court. Whatever it was Khujjuttara heard

and repeated is cleariy not included here. Those sayings are

apparently lost and have been replaced by the present anthology.

A weakness of the Pali Sutta collections is in fact the

paucity of teachings addressed and relevant to householders.

Long ago in Bangkok when I had a scheme to collect all this, I

found that hardly 300 suttas (or parts of them) contain such

material among the tens of thousands of discourses. Monks
have preserved teachings for and by themselves, they rarely

kept in mind teachings addressed to bhikkhunts and were little

interested in preserving what must have been thousands upon

thousands of talks delivered by the Buddha to laypeople. If this

fact is not taken into consideration, very considerable distortion

is liable to take place in Dhamma practice at home. Trying to

be a monk and raise a family is not likely to succeed!

Let us hope that Ireland will continue to produce good

translations. Even from the corpus of Pali works much still

remains to be done

Laurence Mills

Shantideva's Bodhicaryavatara. Original Sanskrit Text with

English Translation and Exposition Based on Prajnakaramati's

Panjika. Parmananda Sharma. Foreword by H.H. the Dalai

Lama. Aditya Prakashan, New Delhi 1990. xxxv, 487 pp.

Rs550.
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solitude*, he writes: 'Having in such ways contemplated over the

qualities of 'viveka' or discrimination one should set at rest

conceptions and contemplate on bodhicitta'. In order to justify

this reading, he has to invent his own somewhat far-fetched

commentary about 'sifting the noble from the ignoble and the

base from the lofty' to support the idea that moral discrim-

ination should precede such meditation, rather than quiet

surroundings and a peaceful mind — a meaning which is

abundantly clear from the preceding verses.

On the whole, however, Sharma's translation of Santideva's

verses seems reliable. His commentary offers reflections which
are occasionally insightful, but often little more than a lengthy

restatement of the verse in prose. One senses that at times the

'common man' for whom he is writing has a familiarity with

Indian culture (including the ability to read Sanskrit in deva-

nagari script) that would preclude many Western readers. A
native English speaker might also find some of the author's

choice of words archaic

Despite Sharma's declared indifference to the 'expectations

of the pedagogues', a closer look at some of the key verses in

Chapter 8 about the equality and exchange of self and other re-

veals the limitations of an approach that, in spite of its declared

aims, nonetheless claims to be a translation of San tideva's text,

Sharma's concern for the common man allows him selectively to

render freely or ignore phrases from both Santideva and Prajna-

karamati that do not fit with his interpretations, which often

seem based on Hindu rather than Buddhist notions of spiritual

practice. In particular, he fails to see how many of Santideva's

arguments about the equality of self and other are ethical rather

than ontological assertions and ignores passages of Prajna-

karamati that emphasise this point. This would support Paul

Hacker's assertion, in his article 'Schopenhauer und die Ethik des

Book Reviews
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has been but slightly changed; six new sources are mentioned,

five fragments of Vinaya texts and some passages belonging to

the Cudapanthaka-Avadana (all published in L. Sander, E,

Waidschmtdt, Sanskrithandschriften aus den Turfanfunden V,

Stuttgart 1985). On pp.II-IU are listed, together with the

bibliography, newly added abbreviations pertaining to texts

drawn upon in SWTF, to other texts and to secondary literature.

Again, the work under review testifies to the compilers* impec-

cable scholarship. However, in just a few places there may be

room for different translations or explanations, and in the fol-

lowing I should like to refer to two entries which appear

somewhat peculiar.

On p.517, anyajanmantara (anyajanma-cf) is translated as

'Zeitpunkt oder Oelegenheit anderer Existenzen*. This ex-

pression occurs at Yogavidhi 43 R6, edited by D. Schlingloff (IIJ

VII (1963-4), p.151). The Yogavidhi, as Schlingloff explains, was

written on the lines of Patanjali's Yogasutras, viz. sutras (the

'root text') presented piecemeal in the body of an explanatory

text. Thus anyajanmantara is part of the commentary on

paripakat I where it says: ropanaparipacanavimuktayloj hi

kramenanyajanmataresv afpij , . . '[kinds of] (temporary?)

release for the purpose of (or due to?) causing to grow and

bringing to maturity gradually during other (future) lives. .
.*.

Unfortunately, owing to the fragmentary nature of the text it is

very hard to know precisely what it means. The context,

nevertheless, makes it clear that paripdka or paripdcana is the

theme dealt with, and 'bringing to maturity', I think, rather

implies continuity and not just 'Zeitpunkt, Gelegenheit'. Cf., for

instance, Abhidharmakosabhasya (Pradhan ed.) 151, 12 (III, 37): na

hi punar vipakad vipakantaram janmaniaresu pravardhate f

where antara means 'other' as is borne out by the Tibetan and

Chinese translations. In the St. Petersburg Sanskrit dictionary,
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aranyaka monk, required to be oonversant with the special rules

of forest-dwelling, ought to be an adept in meditation and an

arya-pudgala. If he is not, he should at least be studious

instead of being a collector of precious things. Then, as for

avaiyayasatati, de Jong writes:

'It is difficult to see how this corresponds to the

'meditation stick' mentioned in the Chinese text. . . the

translators have probably added the words 'meditation' as

this stick is used to wake up meditating monks who have

fallen asleep. , . The Vinaya of the Dharmaguptakas adds

'the stick for beating the dew'. Undoubtedly, this term

renders avaiyayasatati yasti The facsimile is not easy to

read and it is possible that one should read -satani instead

of -saiati, which is difficult to explain'.

These remarks on the Vinaya term under discussion, I

think, make it sufficiently clear that it is not a kind of medit-

ation that is alluded to here. Central Asian or Northern Chinese

Sangha members might have been at a loss for an explanation

of the necessity of storing3 'sticks for beating off (satani) dew*.

It may still be possible, however, to watch forest-dwelling

monks of the present time in tropical countries who

occasionally use sticks when on their alms round at dawn in

order to find their way through dense, wet vegetation and, very

importantly, to ward off snakes. Alms collecting (pindapata) in

areas infested with snakes can be quite an effective training in

cultivating mindfulness. Still, 'Kontemplations-Stab* is certainly

3 l£ xu means boih "to cultivate" and 'lo store up. furnish, supply*, to

which latter upastkdpayilavya, here meaning 'to be provided, to be placed

before', corresponds. As for upasthapaytiavya, cf. SWTF, fasc,6, p.403 sq. where

under this entry the Vinaya term being discussed here is also quoted together

with the tentative translation cited above.

Book Reviewa
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which had been revised and returned to him by the designated

date. A number of the papers have a summary in English

added to them, which will make their contents more accessible

to those, particularly in the East, who are likely to be very

interested in the subject but unable to read the papers in the

original French or German, One paper, which was delivered in

German, has been completely translated into English.

The editor has arranged the papers into the following

groups: 1) History of research; 2) The date of the Buddha in the

context of Indian cultural history; 3) The chronology of the

Buddha: Indian tradition evaluated; 4) The spread of the Thera-

vada chronology and its implications; 5) Traditions of late Indian

and Tibetan Buddhism; 6) Central Asian traditions; 7) East Asian

traditions; 8) The axial age theory and the dates of the Buddha.

To these papers are prefixed an introductory essay: The scope

of the symposium and the question of methodology' by the

editor himself, and an appendix, 'La date du Buddha', extracted

from the Histoire du Bouddhisme Indien by Elienne Lamotte.

The abbreviations used in the various papers have been stan-

dardised by the editor and are listed at the end of the volume.

In his introductory essay, the editor gives a resume of the

history of investigation into the problem, and then summarises

the papers included in the volume. The majority of them are

factual, giving information about the history of scholarship in

the subject, the date of the death of the Buddha as it is given in

various traditions, etc. Perhaps the most important of these

factual papers is H. Hand's discussion of the archaeological

evidence concerning the places where the Buddha is said to

have lived or which he is said to have visited. Hartel concludes

that there is doubt whether some of them existed in the sixth

century B.C.E. and believes that 'the dating of the Buddha in the

fifth to fourth century B.G is quite probable'. He is careful to
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tween 80 and 130 years after the Buddha for Asoka, but gives

no direct evidence for his choice in his paper, beyond stating

that he feels that the death of the Buddha could not have been

after the time of Alexander's Indian campaign. It should be

noted that some papers were rewritten, to a greater or lesser

extent, in the light of other papers which were presented at the

symposium, so that dates which they propose are not necessarily

the result of a completely independent investigation into the

subject. In his paper on the contemporary background to the

origin of Buddhism, for example, O. von Simson takes account

of HSriel's archaeological evidence in suggesting a rather late

date for the founder of Buddhism. It is debatable, therefore,

whether von Simson and Hartel together provide any stronger

support for a late date than Hartel alone.

The mention of differing dates in various traditions may
make some readers of this journal believe that different beliefs

about the dates of the Buddha are stratified in accordance with

the different traditions or schools of Buddhism, with Theravadin

sources giving one date, and the other schools other dates. It

might be helpful, therefore, to explain the nature of the problem

insofar as it applies to the Theravadin school alone. According

to the traditional Theravadin chronology, the Buddha died in

544 B.CE. (the so-called 'long chronology'). This date was

adopted by the international Buddhist movement at the third

conference of the World Fellowship of Buddhists in 1954. There

is, however, no authority for this date in any early Theravadin

texts known to us today, and it seems to be a later invention.

The early Sinhalese Pali chronicles, the Dtpavamsa and the

Mahavamsa, probably written in the fourth and fifth centuries

C.E. respectively, state that Asoka was consecrated 218 years

after the death of the Buddha. The chronicles list the kings of

Magadha reigning between the death of the Buddha and the

240
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type accept the date around 486 B.C.E Those who believe that

they recorded the life-spans of mahatheras, rather than the

reigns of kings, opt for a date around 400 B.GE. Divergencies

from these figures are possible because in recent years it has

been realised that in Sanskrit and Pali the words satafsata, 'one

hundred', also mean 'any very large number*, so that the figures

given in the chronicles may not be precise dates, but may

merely be expressions of the fact that Asoka lived a long time

after the Buddha.

Although I personally accepted a date around 400 B.CE in

my own contribution to the symposium, because I believe that

it is supported to some extent by the information from Jain

sources about the date of Mahavira, who was a contemporary of

the Buddha, I have to admit that it is a personal preference, not

capable of proof beyond all shadow of doubt. In the first place,

the text of the chronicles is not always clear, and a certain

amount of textual emendation is required to make everything

fit together. Nor is all necessary information given, and the

dates of the ordination of some theras have to be assumed.

There is, moreover, the problem that the synchronism with the

death of the Buddha at the beginning and the accession of

Asoka at the end of this period, and other kings in between,

depends upon knowledge of events in specific years in the

mahatheras* lives. It is clear that it was very important to

remember the age at which theras were ordained and the

number of years which had passed since their ordination,

because their seniority in the Sangha depended on such in-

formation. It is not, however, clear why the tradition upon

which the chronicles were based should have included syn-

chronous information, particularly about secular events. The

fact that details of the mahatheras* lives are consistent (after

emendation) does not in itself prove that the details are neces-
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and a bibliography. It is, however, already possible to answer

the question I put at the end of my report on the symposium:

'What did this symposium achieve?' As the organiser of the

symposium makes clear in his introductory essay, it was not

possible to provide a new chronology of the Buddha's dates

which would be approved of by all or even most experts. It is,

however, possible to say that the general agreement which

existed until recently among scholars, that the Buddha died

within a few years of 480 B.C.E., is no longer held by the

majority of those who attended the symposium. It would

appear that most participants would put the date of the Buddha's

death later, in some cases much later, than 480 B.C.E No
evidence was forthcoming which would enable a more exact

statement to be made, and Bechert comments that it seems

unlikely that such evidence will be discovered in the foreseeable

future,

K.R. Norman
* Ed. Part 2 was published last year.

An Introduction to Buddhism . Teaching, history and practices.

Peter Harvey. Cambridge University Press, 1990. xxii, 374 pp.

Hbk £35, pbk £10.95 (ISBN 521 30815 1 / 521 31333 3).

An Introduction to Buddhism . Geshe Kelsang Gyatso. Tharpa

Publications, London 1992 x, 150 pp. Hbk £8.95. pbk £5.95.

These two books represent different approaches to the challenge

of communicating the Dharma to English-reading people. If one

wants the essence of the Dharma in an inexpensive format then

one could choose the Geshe's book. The other work would be

preferred if a comprehensive account of Buddhism was required.

With the former you get the viewpoint of one Buddhist school,
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Appendix II. A curious choice of illustrations. What a new-
comer to Buddhism will make of prostrating to these thirty-five

Buddhas is quite another thing.

Turning to Dr Harvey's book, this has a much wider range,

both from the points of view of all the varied Buddhist schools,

and their geographical and historical occurrences. This book
strikes me as a very honest attempt to present the full range of

Buddhism within the compass of just over 300 pages. A hard

task to accomplish well.

Four chapters are given to the Buddha's background, his life

and teachings with their extensions to the emperor Asoka and
the rise of the Mahayana. Two chapters follow on Mahayana
Philosophy and Holy Beings. Then a chapter is interposed on
Later History and Spread of Buddhism. Four chapters come
next on Buddhist practice: Devotion, Ethics, Sangha and Me-
ditation. Finally, a bit more history is presented in the Modern
History of Buddhism in Asia, and Buddhism Beyond Asia. This
is a nicely balanced mixture of doctrine and history, backed by
a good bibliography.

The picture of Buddhism given to the reader is a fair-

minded one. While the author seems most interested in Thera-
vada, he presents Mahayana and Vajrayana adequately. As far

as history is concerned, we are given a realistic account — with
the occasional warts where Buddhists were in conflict with each
other. The growth of Buddhism in the West also receives some
attention.

Of particular note is the way that similar practices from
different schools are gathered in one chapter. For instance,

Chapter 8 includes devotion as expressed through bowing, of-

ferings and chanting. Refuges, images and protective chanting
are also covered. Finally, devotion to various Buddhas and
Bodhisattvas, as well as the Lotus Sutra, is outlined. Pilgrimages
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n«d festivals are also given attention in this chapter.

30

cTood indexes complete the book, which is adorned with

n^ma"Z:l Peep, are very fortunate to have

iSbleTuch a well-presented account of the Dharma. My

::' eduction was by reading Christmas Humphreys^

Tin Buddhism, a volume now so out of date and n places
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Ireat pity that Harvey's excellent book has not replaced the

Humph lys volume. Certainly, if I were asked to recommend

one work to introduce Buddhism to an intelhgent person, it

would be that of Peter Harvey. ^^^
The Fudrih K' P»'" tp Awakening. A Study of the Bodhi-

382 pp. $111-50.

This book is a very comprehensive and **" "* * "£
of Buddhist teachings, referred to in the Sutta P.taka of tte .Pah

Canon as the seven sets of gammas that ccmtrrfmte to

awakening' (bodhipakkhiya dhamma) and later cited in

Buddhist commentarial literature as 'the thirty-seven dhamma.

The seven sets being the four establishing* of ™^*™<^
patthanal the four right endeavours <**r™T-^T™JZ
bases of success (iddhipada), the faculties (indnya po*e»

(baia) factors of awakening (bofjhanga) and the noble

eight-factored path (ariyo afihahgikomaggolmd are^under-

stood to embody the essential path of spiritual practice as en-

visaged by the Buddha and his early followers.

Previously, the most extensive treatment of the bodhi-
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pakkhiya dhamma has been the fourth chapter of Har Dayal's

The Bodhisattva Doctrine in Buddhist Sanskrit Literature

However, written over sixty years ago, it contains a number of

serious errors, although still useful for its reference to Sanskrit

works if these errors and Dayal's general unsympathetic attitude

are ignored. Then there is Etienne Lamotte's essay included in

U Traite de la Grande Vertu de Sagesse de Nagarfuna (HI,

DDUI9-37)
1 Many other works on Buddhism have referred to

the seven sets in passing and the individual items have been

dealt with separately by others as general Buddhist teachings.

However, all these references to the bodhi pakkhiya dham-

ma have now been superseded by Rupert Gethins detailed and

excellent study of the subject. Originally submitted as a doc-

toral dissertation at the University of Manchester in 1987, it has

now been published, we are told, in substantially its original

form ( - the reviewer has noted there have been additions

made to the extensive bibliography of works published since

^The book begins with an interesting and well-balanced

introduction. Commencing with some remarks on the limi-

tations of Western academic studies in comparative religion for

an understanding of Buddhist doctrine, the author leads us step

by step through a consideration of the nature of P*h corneal

literature to the actual subject matter of his study. The book

itself is in two parts, the first six chapters being concerned with

an examination of the seven sets individually. The second part

deals with them collectively and their treatment in the Abhi-
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Chapter VII. The importance of this vagga is that it contains

sections or samyuttas on each of the seven sets. The treatment

of the sutta material generally in this study provides a welcome

addition to our knowledge of many less well-known suttas 'lying

between' those most often quoted that Masefield, following

Rune Johansson, complains are rarely mentioned in works on

Buddhism 5
.

Having noted Gethin's expert handling of his sutta material

and its technical terminology, there are occasional lapses. One

thing that surprised the reviewer was his translations of

vitakka-vicara in the jhana formula as 'initial and sustained

application* without note or comment of any kind. Some recent

translators have preferred such renderings as 'thinking and

exploring
1

*, 'thought and reasoning*7, 'thinking and pondering*
8

,

etc. And Kalupahana* even insists that '.
. . a wrong translation

of the terms vitakkahicara as "initial thought/discursive

thought" instead of "reflection/investigation" has led to the belief

that at the end of these four stages (Le. rupajjhanas), all mental

processes, such as discrimination and analysis, are eliminated*. It

would be interesting to have had our author's reasons for re-

taining the translation he has. However, this is but a minor

point

5 Peler Masefield, Divine Revelation in Pali Buddhism, London 1985, p.* v.

6 Nanimoli, The Guide, London 1962. p.136.

7 Rune E.A. Johansson, Dynamic Psychology of Early Buddhism, London

1985, p.42.

8 M.O'C Walshe, Thus Have 1 Heard (translation of Digha Nikiya). London

1987; but see Khanlipalo's review (BSR 7, p.108), where he criticises this

rendering.

9 David J. Kalupahana, A History of Buddhist Philosophy, Honolulu 1992,

p36.
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10 Cf. Nyanaponika, Abhidharnma Studies, BPS, Kandy 1965. p3tf.
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underway and nearing completion that the factors of the noble

path appear, leading to 'fruition' that is Awakening. Thus, \ . .

the (eight-factored) path is seen as the fulfilment of the seven

sets' (p.321). Also, the course of practice as envisaged here does
not accord with some modern ideas — issuing perhaps originally

from the later Commentaries — that sharply distinguish between
the practice of samatha (calm) and vipassana (insight), as if a

choice could be made between two alternative practices. From
this early material, it seems, calm and insight, jhana and
Awakening, are inextricably interwoven. Indeed samddhi, as

the eighth factor, sammdsamadhi, is the culmination of the

noble eight-factored path, and the mental processes of one at-

taining jhana are no different from one attaining this path and
the destruction of the asavas (p.172). Necessary for both is the

elimination of the nivaranas (hindrances), which is essentially

what the practice of the bodhipakkhiya dhamma is all about
One feels the definitive work on what the early Buddhists ac-

tually understood by such terms as jhana, asava, has yet to be
written, despite the mass of material that has appeared in recent

years on Buddhist meditation.

The second half of the book surveys the references to the

bodhipakkhiya dhamma in later Buddhist literature, the

Commentaries and the Abhidhamma, including their treatment

according to the extant Sarvastivadin Abhidharma works. It

was the tenth chapter, dealing with the seven sets in the Pa{i-

sambhidamagga, Dhammasahgani and Vibhariga, however, that

the reviewer found heavy going and the attention began to flag.

However, it must be admitted that this was probably due to the

reviewer's inadequate knowledge of the Abhidhamma, rather

than any fault of the author. The book ends with a concluding

summary, an appendix listing the textual references and then a

list of references to indriyas, path-factors, etc., found in the
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classes of citta and the Abhidhamma matika. There is a

glossary of terms, a comprehensive bibliography and index. It is

very well produced and any printing errors are minimal.

Finally it must be reiterated that this book is an excellent

and informative study of early Buddhist practice and teaching,

Its extensive coverage and unbiased treatment of its source

material should make it an important reference work in the

field of Pali and Buddhist Studies,

John D. Ireland

pfpf n,w Arisi ng »"H F.mntiness: A Tibetan Buddhist

interpretation of Madhyamika philosophy emphasising the

compatibility of emptiness and conventional phenomena.

Elizabeth Napper. Wisdom Publications, Boston, London and

Sydney 1989. xiv, 849 pp. Hbk. £34.95/$49.95.

Elizabeth Napper has translated about the first sixth of Tsong

kha pa's insight section of the Lam rim chen mo, Tsong kha pas

great treatise in which he integrated the entire Buddhist path

into a series of explanations and instructions for practice based

ultimately on the structure of the three types of motivation

found in Ansa's Bodhipathapradipa. This discussion of insight

is one of the most important sources for Tsong kha pa's under-

standing of Madhyamaka philosophy, and the opening 62 pages

(in translation) of Tsong kha pa's text gives a wonderfully clear

overview of his vision of the Madhyamaka approach, par-

ticularly with reference to the much-debated and, at least for

Tsong kha pa, much-misunderstood issues of Madhyamaka

ontology - what is and what is not being negated, and how to

avoid over- and undernegating with the hellish results that

Madhyamika authors ruefully predict for their opponents (see
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pp.383 ff). In Napper's well-organised and literal (if sometimes

perhaps overliteral) translation, Tsong kha pa covers such central

issues as how to understand the distinction between interpic tabic

ineyartha) and literal (nitartha) texts, who is to count as a re-

liable source for understanding the ultimate truth (it is no sur-

prise for those who know Tsong kha pa to discover that it is

primarily Nagarjuna and Candrakirti), the need for analysis in

order to apprehend the ultimate truth, how to identify correctly

what is being negated, and the central pivot of Tsong kha pa's

vision of Madhyamaka — the mutually-implicative compatibility

between emptiness and dependent origination. Tsong kha pa

sees nearly all Tibetan teachers both before and at his time —
and after, if we are to follow Tsong kha pa's dGe lugs des-

cendents — as failing to identify correctly the object of negation

(inherent existence rather than existence as such) and thus

tending either to overnegate and end up with a completely

nihilistic annihilationism, or undernegate and teach something

which can be grasped as inherently existing. Often his op-

ponents are accused of falling into both errors at the same time,

and it is a cherished belief of the dGe lugs tradition that Tsong

kha pa himself required direct guidance from ManjusYi in order

to understand correctly the subtle viewpoint which would

neither under- nor overnegate and which alone, therefore, could

properly integrate as mutually implicative emptiness and

dependent origination.

Napper's book is in the tradition of large books on Tibetan

Madhyamaka, particularly the dGe lugs tradition, springing from

what has been called the 'Virginia school*. Her mastery of

Tibetan is excellent, her understanding of the dGe lugs tradition

is impressive and she has worked through these texts with con-

temporary Tibetan teachers. She avoids some problems which

have beset previous 'Virginia studies' by concentrating on Tsong
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Madhyamaka sources, where the Tibetan dGe lugs writers often
add explanatory material which is integrated unmarked into

Napper's English translation. Thus the eventual picture in

reading the integrated commentary is one of contemporary dGe
lugs understanding of Tsong kha pa's vision of Madhyamaka.
Those reasonably unfamiliar with Madhaymaka should not think

that this material and understanding — impressive and perhaps
convincing though it is — is uncontroversial. Assuming con-
temporary lamas correctly understand Tsong kha pa — and
Napper has some interesting discussions of disputes among later

dGe lugs writers where Tsong kha pa was less than fully lucid

and even possible criticisms of Tsong kha pa's understanding in

his early life — still there are alternative Tibetan ways of read-

ing Madhyamaka as yet little studied, and our understanding of
Tsong kha pa himself may well remain provisional until we
have adequately studied his rivals.

This is an authoritative translation and study. In a lengthy

analysis of the translated material, Napper outlines Tsong kha
pa's approach and argument and, using the structure of over-
and undernegation, she examines interpretations of Madh-
yamaka by most Western scholars writing in English in the light

of Tsong kha pa's understanding. Few scholars escape this

critique. Napper's point is that Tsong kha pa was a careful

scholar working with a full range of Indian Madhyamaka texts

(admittedly in Tibetan translation, without those works which
were translated into Chinese but not Tibetan), and Tsong kha
pa's interpretation — which seeks to avoid mystification and
follows a rigorously 'commonsense' analytical approach —
deserves to be taken extremely seriously by Western scholars.

In that I would concur, and although it is clear that she is

herself an enthusiast for Tsong kha pa's approach, Napper has by
and large avoided the more obvious adherence to 'the dGe lugs
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tradition' sometimes detected in other works from the Virginia

school. Moreover, coming from this background, it is re-

freshing to see her taking into consideration a large amount of

contemporary Western scholarship - if only to criticise it.

Whether her criticisms are always justified remains to be seen.

For the moment Napper's critique of Western scholarship in the

light of Tsong kha pa stands as a stimulating and reasonably

comprehensive survey, and for this reason, as well as its clarity

and accessibility, her book can be recommended as the first re-

course for those new to Tsong kha pa's perspective, a perspec-

tive which is of vital importance in contemporary Madhyamaka

studies. The translation of the material from the Lam rim chen

mo is central to the debate and with Napper's lengthy intro-

duction is not too difficult. The material from the Four Inter-

w0VfP Annotations is much more difficult, shows the nature of

dGe lugs scholasticism and is for those who wish to take their

study of Tibetan Madhyamaka further - or those who are

already hooked!

The material translated from Tsong kha pa has been trans-

lated previously in Alex Wayman's Calming the Mind and Dis-

cerning the Real (Columbia U.P., 1978), but Wayman's trans-

lation has been criticised by others and Napper devotes a leng-

thy appendix to demonstrating in detail its inadequacies. In this

she is completely convincing. She generously ends a devastating

critique by paying respects to Wayman's pioneering work. She

is right to do so. We sometimes forget how rapidly our appre-

ciation of Tibetan Madhyamaka has developed in the last fifteen

years. When Wayman's translation of Tsong kha pa first ap-

peared there was very little else available in Western lan-

guages and it was tremendously exciting, particularly for those

coming from an Indological or philosophical background, to

have access finally in English to a major work on Madhyamaka
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by Tsong kha pa, even if it was in Wayman's difficult and
sometimes idiosyncratic English. Wayman was a pioneer, but

like a good disciple of Karl Popper, it is a delight for me to re-

cognise that one of the most valuable aspects of Wayman's
translation of the Lam rim chen mo was that by reaction it

stimulated the excellent work of Elizabeth Napper. She is con-

tinuing to translate the rest of Tsong kha pa's section on insight,

and we should look forward very much to its appearance in the

not too distant future.

Paul Williams

Ethics. Wealth and Salvatinn A Study in Buddhist Social Ethics.

Ed. Russell F. Sizemore and Donald K. Swearer. University of

South Carolina Press, Columbia ly90. xv, 311 pp. $42.50. Pbk
repr. 1993, $18.95.

This volume is a publication in the Studies in Comparative
Religion series and emerged from a conference sponsored by
the National Endowment for the Humanities and the Henry
Luce Foundation. It appears little more than a decade after

Comparative Religious Ethics: A New Method (edited by David
Little and Sumber B. Twiss) which broke new and important
ground in this infant field. The book explores Theravada ethics

from a variety of disciplinary approaches, focusing especially on
the issue of wealth, acquisition and distribution.

In their Preface, the editors note that the tension between
salvation for individuals and social good is certainly not un-

known within the Theravada tradition. They cite 'the tensions

between the mundane (lokiya) and the iransmundane (lokuttara)

realms of being and acting, between kammic and nibbanic
values, and between the ideals of world ruler {cakkavatti) and
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world renouncer (sammasambuddha), laity and monks' (p.xii).

Of course, no one volume could comprehensively address all the

issues that might emerge from the main focus identified above.

Nonetheless, there is a series of six unifying themes that run

through the text: 1) non-attachment in the context of the pos-

session of material wealth, 2) ethical guidance in the context of

instruction for salvation, 3) individual virtue in terms of social

effect, 4) dana or religious giving, 5) the Sangha in its role as

social power, 6) universality, discussed in terms of equality, jus-

tice and individualism.

The main text of the volume is organised into five parts:

Buddhism and Ethics, Social Ethics and Salvation, Wealth and

Charity, Contexts of Buddhist Moral and Religious Values, and

Buddhism and Beyond — The Universality of the Problem of

Distributive Justice. The volume is initiated by a lively Intro-

duction that addresses each of the six unifying themes. Unlike

many such text introductions that simply cite the contributors

and briefly identify the nucleus of their entry, this Introduction

makes a genuine, independent contribution to the literature of

Buddhist ethics. Of course, Swearer has long been interested in

the topic and has contributed vastly to our understanding of

Theravada ethics. Sizemore, however, has utilised his training in

Christian ethics to complement Swearer's approach by adding

new insights and perspectives flavoured by his wide knowledge

of the literature in the broader discipline of religious ethics.

The result is a statement useful for both the novice and the

scholar.

The entire first part of the book is occupied by Phra Raja-

varamuni's 'Foundations of Buddhist Social Ethics'. He holds the

rank of Chao Khun Thepwethi, and previously served as abbot

at Wat Phra Phi rain monastery and Secretary General of Maha-

chulalongkorn University, Bangkok. His essay is one of the
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most concise yet thorough general introductions to Theravada

Buddhist ethics in print. My praise for this work is best

. expressed by its inclusion in my own edited volume, Buddhist

jfj Ethics: a Cross Cultural Approach (Dubuque, Iowa 1992).

The second part contains three essays. The first, 'Ethics and

Wealth in Theravada Buddhism: A Study in Comparative Relig-

ious Ethics* by Frank Reynolds explores Buddhism's position on

wealth as a middle ground between asceticism and excess. He
explores the issue of k am ma, concluding that present accumu-

lation of merit through proper moral behaviour yields future

wealth. A parallel between individual and society is drawn util-

ising the figure of the virtuous king or cakkavatti. David

Little's 'Ethical Analysis and Wealth in Theravada Buddhism' is

subtitled 'A Response to Frank Reynolds'. Little functions just

as a well-versed respondent in a conference panel might. He
dissects and augments Reynolds* positions and conclusions, re-

casting them in the context of philosophical ethics. As such, the

entire emphasis is enhanced. The third contribution to this sec-

tion is Russell Sizemore's 'Comparative Religious Ethics as a

Field; Faith, Culture, and Reason in Ethics'. His essay centres

the enquiry in its proper disciplinary location. Additionally, he

utilises the points of disparity in the two previous essays as a

means of asserting and demonstrating the complexity of the

issue.

The third part of the volume contains two essays, John

Strong's 'Rich Man, Poor Man, Bhikkhu, King: Asoka's Great

Quinquennial Festival and the Nature of Dana\ and Nancy Auer

Falk's 'Exemplary Donors of the Pali Tradition'. Of course, the

unifying feature in this section goes beyond the topic of the

essays. Both Strong and Falk are graduates of the History of

Religions Program at the University of Chicago. Thus they

share a methodology, and it is useful here in addressing the

issue of dana. Strong discusses the figure of Asoka, a figure he

knows extremely well through his exceptional translation of and

enquiry into the Asokavadana, whilst Falk considers the figures

of Anathapindika and Visakha. Taken as a whole, these figures

outline a variety of Buddhist positions on dana, namely, those of

the cakkavatti, wealthy merchant and devoted housewife

respectively. As a result, the section defines exemplary lay

behaviour with respect to dana.

Part four offers three essays, two of which are anthro-

pological in focus. Steven Kemper's 'Wealth and Reformation

in Sinhalese Buddhist Monasticism" draws on his fieldwork in Sri

Lanka and, tempered by input from the Mahavatysa and Cufa-

vamsa as well as the katikavatas, discourses on the utilisation of

monastic wealth. For Charles Keyes, the focus is Thailand

where he spent more than twenty years researching village life.

'Buddhist Practical Morality in a Changing Agarian World: A

Case from Northeastern Thailand' is essentially a case study of

Ban Nong Tun village in the Thai province of Mahasarakham.

The third essasy is Robin Lovin's 'Ethics, Wealth, and Escha-

tology: Buddhist and Christian Strategies for Change'. Lovin

compares Buddhist monasticism to Christian monasticism, con-

cluding that in Benedictine monasticism social change was

expected through radically altering the social order, while in

Buddhism the Sangha was the exemplary model for effecting

society's overall but gradual purification.

Part five includes two essays, Ronald M. Green's 'Buddhist

Ethics: A Theoretical Approach' and John P. Reeder, Jr.'s

'Individualism, Communitarianism, and Theories of Justice'. The

two essays pull many of the volume's themes together and offer

general concluding remarks. This is especially interesting

because Green and Reeder are perhaps farthest removed from

formal academic training in Buddhism of any of the con-
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tributors. The scholarly distance from Buddhist studies is

valuable and refreshing and these final two essays leave the

reader with much to ponder.

Edited volumes such as this, even ones that explore a some-

what specific topic, generally fail. This one doesn't. The

scholarship is sound, the presentation clear, the perspective open

and questioning. The editors have provided a valuable research

tool and resource book for a wide audience. I would re-

commend it for all personal Buddhological libraries.

Charles S. Prebish

The Lion-Dog of Buddhist Asia. Elsie P. Mitchell. Fugaisha,

New York and Renens (Switzerland) 1991. Distributed by

Charles E Tuttle, Rutland, Vermont and, in the UK, by Clifford

L.B. Hubbard, Ffynnan Cadro, Ponterwyd, Aberystwyth,

Ceredigian, Wales, 191pp. $50.00.

This constitutes a unique study of a little known subject except

possibly among the cognoscenti who exhibit at Crufts and other

dog shows.

It encompasses a charming and graphic description of the

'dog of Fo' (Chinese: *Buddha') — the fusion of Indian lion and

Chinese dog that coincided with the Buddhist conquest of China.

This breed, now known as the shih tzu, kara-shishi [Japanese:

'Chinese dog-lion'] or koma-inu ['Korean dogs'], su tu (Viet-

namese) and sing tow (Thai, cp. simhat Sinhalese, chindit, Bur-

mese — all three depicted as temple guardians), is related to the

Japanese Chin, and the Lhasa Apso ('sleeping dogs, since they

make very cosy bed companions for a chilly night' — p.28). 'He

cherishes humans and craves their companionship* (p.28 — a
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trust that has been completely betrayed in modern China where,

e g. the indigenous Pekinese is nowhere to be found). Between

the eighth and eleventh centuries, the breed resided at the Im-

perial Court in Peking. In about 990, Emperor Tai-tsung was

presented with a 'Lo-chiang dog' named Tao Hua (Teach

Flower'), who became inseparable from his master. He preceded

the emperor to the audience chamber, announcing the former's

arrival with a bark. When his owner fell ill, he would not eat;

when he died, the dog cried. In despair, the new emperor had

the grieving dog carried in the imperial chair to his late

master's tomb wher he pined away and was duly buried beside

his former owner (p.30).

The Chinese court received lion-dogs in 1645, 1653 and 1908

from the Dalai Lama of Tibet where, apart from being close to

the lamas, they turned the huge 'prayer' wheels in the temples.

In China the lion-dogs were sculpted and placed in pairs at the

entrance to temples: the male (to the east) with a paw resting on

a ball (symbolising the sun, the Dharmaratna or sunyata); the

female (to the west) holding a cub. The male with open mouth

and his partner with closed mouth respectively begin and end

the mantra aunu Their patience, steadfastness and ego sub-

jection are also narrated by the author (pp.56-7).

Chapters Three and Four are essentially descriptions of the

portrayal of lion dogs in, respectively, (Chinese) jade and (Japan-

ese) netsuke.

Chapter Five turns to Tibet where, in a nation of dog

lovers on a par with Great Britain, no less than three breeds

participate in international dog shows. These are the Lhasa

Apso, Tibetan terrier and spaniel (which, with the Japanese

Chin, is akin to the Pekinese). A fourth breed, the indigenous

mastiff, was used as guard dogs. The legendary 'snow lion"

(kang seng) was adopted as the national guardian and symbol of
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Buddhism, appearing on the Tibetan flag as a pair symbolising

the spiritual and temporal functions of the Dalai Lama (and on

his personal seal). It is often depicted in paintings and bronzes,

notably as the bearer of Manjusri, the Bodhisattva of Wisdom.

However, at its most endearing it is widely portrayed in the car-

pets and rugs that can be acquired from handicraft sections of

Tibetan communities in exile (but mainly in India).

With regard to the place of animals in religion (Ch.6), the

ancient Egyptian attitude was exceptional; that of the Semitic

religions was (and largely remains) hostile, whilst the Hellenic

was ambivalent. Fortunately, progressive animal welfare policies

have triumphed in (at least north-western) Europe, particularly

in England 'which since the eighteenth century has been a

center for a humane ethic for the Western world' (p.138).

Side issues touched upon include vivisection, ahimsa and

vegetarianism. Although Ch. VII of the Lahkavatarasutra

condemning meat-eating is generally agreed to be a later inter-

polation, nevertheless the Asokan inscriptions governing animal

welfare set the Buddhist tone in this respect. In China and

Japan there was (and is in the latter) provision for pet funerals.

One of the reviewer's heroes is Tsunayoshi, the 'Dog Shogun' (r.

1680-1709), who decreed that all animals, but especially dogs,

must be treated with the greatest courtesy and consideration.

There are just three contentious points in this otherwise

PXP'PllpTlt D0OK*

I The definitions (on p.12) of 'dog-lion' and *l ion-dog' should

surely be reversed with the former term referring to the living

exemplar.

2. The legend of the Buddha sitting so long in meditation that

snails took up residence on his head (p.48) is obscure. The curls

that are such a distinguishing feature on Indian Buddha-heads

were traditionally intended to connote Siddhartha's ksatriya

rChere really any hard evidence to suggest that the Manchus

derived their name from Manjusri? (p.63).

The reader should be made aware that the end notes

(pp.179-83), although alluded to in the Table of Contents, are not

actually referred to in text.

Profusely illustrated by photographic examples of the dog

f Fo' in painting and sculpture, this book will prove a constant

delight and welcome addition to the (smaller) coffee table.
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